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THOUGHTS OF IMPORT (1953)

Thoughts of import
Are built like cathedrals,
Reaching high finto the sky
As if to fly.

anward they urge
From the depth of the hrine
Pregnant with surge
Of ever greater design.

Let's burst open the sky
Let's reach for the stars
Let's ring out the cry
Transcending ali bars.

WILHELM RE1CII
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PREFACE

There Are No ~lacraias
"What constitutes prooft Does a UFO have to and
at the River Entrance to the Pentagon, cear the Joint
Chieis of Staff officest Or is it proof when a ground radar
sfation detects a UFO, sends a jet to intercept it, the jet
pilot sees it, and tocks on with Ais radar, onty to have the
UFO streak away at a phenornenal speed? Is it proof
when- n jet pilot ,feres at a UFO and slides to fieis story
even under the threat of court-martiair Does this conatitute proof?
The at times hotly dehated answer to this question may
be the answer to the question, 'Do the UFO's really existi'
give you the facts—all of the faets—you decide."
Page 8, E. J. Rnppeit, "The Report on Unidentified Flying Objecta," Doubleday & Co., Garden
City, N. Y., 1956.

"What Do They Want for Proof?"
There ia no proof. There are no authoritiea whatever.
No President, Academy, Court of Law, Congress or Senate
on this earth lias the knowledge or power to decide what
will lie the knowledge of tomorrow. There is no use in
trying to prove something that is unknown to somebody
who is ignorant of the unknown, or fearful of its threatening power, Only the good, old mies of learning will eventually bring about understanding of what lias invaded our
earthly existenee. Let those who are ignorant of the ways
of learning stand aside, while those who know what learning is, blaze the trai into the unknown.
Quest for knowledge is Supremo IIuman Aetivity.
Nothing bui the rufes of learning can or should ever
govern it.
April 1956.

The Case for Interplanetary "War"
(Quoted from

01i131T, Volume II, No. 8,
November 4, 1955)

'Space War Possible ie MacArthur Hint
Supporting CR.WO's beliefs are the tirnely and sobering words voiced by General Douglas MacArthur, before
visiting Mayor of Naples, Achille Lauro on October 7, 1955
at the Waldorf-Astoria, New York. The Mayor revealed
the General's statements to the New York Times as follows: '• • • He thinks that another war would be double
suicide and that there is enough senas on both lides of the
Iron Curtain to avoid it • • `. He believes that because
of the developments of scienee all countries on earth will
have to unite to survive and to make a common front
against attack by people from other planets • • s.' The
Mayor addeci that in the General's opinion the polities of
the future will be eosmic or interplanetary."
This report contributes a few afirmativo experimenta
to the opinion of a military leader quoted above.
Ea is the abbreviation for visitors from outer space,
encountered in our globo 'a atmosphere, observed and experimentally tackled with the so-called "Spacegun" in
various parts of the U. S. A. during 1954 and 1955 and the
first half of 1956. "E" stands for "Energy", "a" for
alpha or primordial. Ea was at times also referred to as
representing " Enigma. "
suggest to establish a Pionetary Professionai Citizens
Cornmittee with suffieient wnrk democratie organizational
and statutory power to take over the reaponaibility for
and direction of the Social Reconstruction of the Planet
Earth and of the Ea Operations of the Future.

CHAPTEll 1

TWO "STARS" FADE OUT
Does

the Planet Earth Harbor Spacemen?

On March 20, 1956, 10 p.m., a thought of a very remote
possibility entered my mind, which, I tear, will never leave
me again: Am I a Spacemen? Do I belong to a new race
on earth, bred by men from outer space in embraces with
earth woment Are my children offspring c.f the first interplanetary race? Has the melting-pot of interplanetary
society already been created on our planet, as the meltingpot of all earth nations was established in the U. S. A.
190 years ago/ Or does this thought relate to things to
come in the future / I request my right and privilege to
have such thoughts and to ask such questions without being
threatened to be jailed by any administrative agency of
society.
Many matters of my existente have, with this question,
fallen quickly into place, having been uncertainties only
four days ago ; the temptation to answer the above question in the positive is irresistible. However, I shall postpone final decision until the facts have spoken. In the
meantime I shall proceed on the assumption: It is not beyond actual possibilities that men .from outer space have
landed (or will in the future land) on earth and have begun
to breed here for whatever reason they inay have had.
This idea is not as foreign to the human race as it may
appear on first encounter. In 1951, I believe, Hollywood
introduced a new film with the tale "The Day the Earth
Stood Still." In this film a spaceship landed on earth;
a spaeeman, looking much the same as an ordinary, but
very intelligent earthman, met with earthpeople. He fell
in love with an earthwonian, made friends with her little
[1]

3
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boy. He knew mathematics far better than the mathematical genius of the earth century. The earth people got
panieky since he was able to stup ali earth traffic by pressing a button. In the end the earthmen did to him what
they always do in such cases; they had their military hunt
down in the street. He was brought to
hini and shoot hira
bis spaceship by a robot ; a new type of medicine, unknown
on earth, revived hian.
The film was excellent. It tended to prepare the population for extraordinary events to come. It had the right,
and not the wrong, ideas ahout the functioning of coando
energy used in the propuision of spaceships. Ii. pietured
the spaeernan as being akin to earthmen, but different in
bis attitude to women, in bis behavior with a small boy,
etc. It conceded that insoluble problema of mathetnaties
were easily solved with his knowledge of the Life Energy.
There was no donbt that the Life Energy was meant:
Lights went on in the spaceship when fingers rnoved aeross
certain switches; lumination of vacuurn tubes can actually
be achieved by approaehing strong bodily energy fields.
Ali through the filtra show I had the distinct impression
story which was depicted there; even
that it was a bit of
the actor's expression and looks retuinded me and others
of myself RR I had appeared 15 to 20 years ago.
I did not at that time have the thought that T could
actually be a spaceman's offspring. Without my intention,
somehow a bali of history started rolling, putting me in
the center of space problems: I made actual contact by
way of the clondbuster with lurainaus objects in the sky
on May 12, 1954, between 9:40 and 10:45 pm.
As evening planets 1954 were recorded:
Venus: January 30 to November 15
Jupiter: January 1 to June 30
Saturn: April 26 to November 5

Latitude of Boston: Setting times:*
March
April
April
May
May
June
June

15
1 . ..... .
15
1
15
1
15 .

Fenus

Jupiter

6:55 pm
7:37 pin
8:13 pm
8:53 pm
9:24 pm
9:49 pm
9.55 pui

1:10 am
12 :13 am
11:25 pm
10:35 pm
9:53 pm
9:02 pm
8:20 pm

During this hour men on earth saw for the firat time in
the history of man and his acience taco "Stars" to the west
fade out several times when cosmic energy was drawn from
them. The shock of this experiente was great enough not
to repeat such aetion uniu' October 10th, 1954. The reason
for the hesitation was obviously the risa to precipitate an
interplanetary war by such experimentation. The event
was kept seeret.
am a modest, orderly, rational man. I tend to understate my stature rather than to state my full potential as
a scientist. 1 bate mystical irrationalisrn; but I believe
that even in the most flagrará irrationality there must be
some rational truth; there is nothing in this world of man
that is not true somehow, somewhere, even if distorted
to the utrnost ; this I used to tell zny students. However, I
never permitted irresponsible mystification of suei serious
affairs as interplanetary contact to confusa our grave task.
The Ruppelt report ou UFO 9 8 âearly reveals the helplessness of mechanistic method in coming to gripa with
the problema posed by the spacemen. The cosarnie orgone
energy which these living beings are using in their
According to report by Robert McCullough. Local mear time.
Even allowing for correction to daylight time, neither Venus nor
Jupiter was in the observed arca at the time, The objects were high
above the horizon.

5
nology is beyond the grasp of mechanistie science sino
cosmic laves of functioning are not mechanical but what
T terra "functional." Even the mathematics necessary to
formulate these problems and make them technologically
usable, cannot use any of the old mechanistic rnethods of
thought to cope with the functional OR facts. (See Orgone
Energy Bulletin, 1950-1953.)
The helplessness of meehanistie thinking appears in
the tragie shorteorning of our fastest jet fighter planes to
make and hold contact with UFOs. Being unavoidably
outdistaneed is not a fiattering situation for military pride.
The conclusion seems correct: Mechanistie methods of
locomotion must be counted out In coping with the spaceship problem. Neither propeller nor jet will or can ever
get us into space beyond.
Easy contact was made on that fateful day with what
obvionsly turned out to be a heretofore nnknown type of
UFO. I had hesitated for weeks to turn my cloudbuster
pipes toward a "star," as if I had known that some of
the blinldng lights hanging in the sky were not planets
or fixed stars but SPACE machines. With the fading out
of the two "stars," the cloudbuster had suddenly changed
into a SPACEGUN. From then onward, too, our approach to the problem of space became positive, affirmative, eonfident in using our carefully screened data.
Neve Tools of Knowledge Needed
When I saw the "Star" to the west fade out four times
in suceession, what had been left of the old world of hurnan
knowledge after the discovery of the OR energy 1936-1940
tumbled beyond retrieve. From now on everything, anything was possible. Nothing conld any longer be considered "impossible." I had directed drawpipes, connected with the deep well, toward an ordinary star, and
the star had faded ont four times. There was no mistake

about it. Three more people had seen it. There was only
ene conclusion : The thing we had drawn from was not
a
siar. It was something ase; a "UM"
1 tnust remind the reader that in May 1954 1 had read
only one report on UFOs; I had not studied anything ou
the subject. I knew practically nothing about it. But my
niind, used to expeeting surprises in natural research, was
open to meet anything that seemed real.
had to be eonvinced tnyself fir st. Most people try to obtain consent of
their impressiona before having heen convinced thernselves.
I had long since given up hope to convince anyone steeped
in present-dar• Inechanies or mysticisrn. There were no authorities. There was no one to whom to report this observation.
(In May 1954, the assault by the American drug business had just begun to bother na a few weeks before.) We
were still laboring at an understanding of what had happened in early 1951 vvhen Oranur had burst into our lives:
we were still trying to dig ont humanly, emotionally, and
scientificaily from under the avalanche of new observations, facts, ideal which °reunr had thrown in our way.
I knew, we hnd withont intending 11,
drilled a bole, as it
were, into the wall which had for millennia separated man
from the universo around him. We were hard pressed in
our attempt to survive the flood of events in good form.
A U. S. eourt of law had issued an order ou March 19th,
1954 to stop all OR research activities including publication. We thus had to face the flood of incredible new facts,
our own emotional and physical misery and the assault
hy the American and Russian mechanistic mind. It ali
tied in with our basic research neatly as one single fact:
Zarthmen had enconntered space as it really was; not as
science had eonceived of it heretofore.
Here is the sequente of the main events in Olá research
which had preeeded the fade-out of a "star":

On December 30th, 1953, one of our workers reported
a "siglating," an orange liying object traveling from SW
to NE.
On January 9th, 1954, T saw the Wells film "War Between The Worlds," a rather realistic approach to the
planetary emergeney. The filai still adhered to the earthly
idea that war consisted in a noisy bang-bang of shooting
inachinery; that war upon the eartb waged by beings from
out.er space would produce the sight ai` green arma, clawed
hands, and other products of human nightmare phantasies.
The film was ignorant of the insidious, noiseless, e rnaciatOff lik energy
ing nature of a war of attrition : DralVilbg
from a pianet covered with green, seething with liring
However, the presentation of landings was realbeings.
istic, and so was the crnmbling of huildings. We ruay
be right in admitting that the crumbling was filmed with
high speed acceleration of an actually nearly invisible setivity. The panic shown in people was due rather to the
In
acceleration of even.ts than to the events thernselves.
reality, the rocks were already crumbling in 1952
l in the
one seemed to pay attention to it, ince
11 S. A., but
the proeess was so very slow and the people who noticed
it were so very evasive ar fearful to tell.
During all of 1954 preparations for our expedition to
Arizona and other parta of the southwestern L. S. A. were
under way, greatly handicapped financially by the assault
of the food and drug industry npon our financial resources,
the income from the medicai use of the OR energy.
During the summer of 1953 T had initiated the preatomic chemical research project in arder to obtaia, ir
possible, an answer to the problem of Melanor, the black
powderlike substance that carne down at Orgonon from the
atmosphere. It attacked and destroyed rock, dried up the
atmoaphere, made us miserable with thirst, cyanosi,
rmina, pains of all sorte.

In April 1954, on the lutais of our findings, Mr. McCullough went to "Urna, Arizona, for 4 weeks with a cloudbuster to find out about DOR clouds and Melanor fully developed in the desert. The resulta . 9:rere rewarding and
will be dealt with in eonneetion with pre-atomic chemistry
problema of onter space. It was MeCullough who first reported on the "DOR ceiling" in the desert, thua corroborating the finding of stagnant DOR clouds over Orgonon.
nese preparations were replete with observations of
an extraordinary nature. They led up to the startling
event of May 12th, 1954: the fading ou! of a .atar. They
algo sharpened our sensos and prepared us for the formation of new methods to observe Ea correetly. It was
towards the end of 1953 that 1 read Keyhoe's report on
unidentified fiying objecta.* It struck me at this first reading on the subject that no ano had as yet tried simpiy to
make a series of photographs of the 'right sky. This is
at least the impression one gota from ali published reporta, ineluding the one by Ruppelt (1956). The reporta
are filled with eyewitness reporta on details of location,
time, direction and similar things. llowever, no one, as
far as I can judge, had started a systematie scanning of the
night sky. The answer seemed to be: No one knew what to
photograph and when.
Another striking feature was the frustrating effort of
our jet pilota to outrun what quite obvionsly were technologically far superior craft. I had at times the impression that competitivo ambition and social anxiety of "authorities" rather than sober, systematie approach ruled
the efforts to get at the UF0 problema. This 'nade it
eaeier for the neurotic distracters from the serious ITFO
problem to deny the whole affair as an iropoesibility and
to denounce those who elaimed to have observed extraordinary mattera as cranks, lunaties, swindlers or worse.
We underatand how the serious pilot twho was outdistanced
* Donald F. Keyhoe—Flying Saucers from OLT(r Space, 1953,
Henry Holt.

-•
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by the UM must have felt jammed in between ridicule
thia did not help, of
and hurt pride.
Seen from thia point of view, the attack by the food
and drug agente upon orgonomy was no more thanpari
an
expression of terror of the Cosraic Energy ondiscoverer
the
net exist"; its
of siek men. It, tlaerefore, "(tett
view either a "quack" or "lunatie."
was to filia
It may well be that these first impressiona were Tc
sponoible for the developrnent of systernatic teehniques of
observation first of all. Quantitativa, exact measurements
could without barra vitt until one could get bold of some
reliable, distinguishing observations of the sky.
therefore encouraged my assistants to make no notes,
a ttempts at a quantito take no pbotographs, to make ne
tative deterrnination of what they thought were worthwhile
observations; but rather to relax and just look into the
sky, easually,sa it were, and let the new facts come to
filem rather than to ruabreathlessly afitar elusive, strange
facts.
This ides paid off in the long rua. We learned gradaally to find out the UFOs among the myriads of atara and
ent by was of the Spacegun and the
to teat out. j udgm
comera. From this kind of approach resulted the
topositive
let new
findings reported hera. We were always eareful Observato pay attention to them.
observations force us
tiaras should be rejeeted until they ratara again and again
estionable observations
and are no longer deniable. Qu were to be neglected.
whieh did not retinia again and again
We refused, too, to drown in paper protocols of heaps of
uneomprehended events. .We had to obtain a firm foothold first. Bafore we would measure we would try to
later be exactly measobtain the quatities of what should
order to please the "authorities,"
felt that,
ured.
the observara overloaded their reporta with unnecessary,

8~1~':"MO
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even Tnisleading details. What was important was first of
ali not u'here a UFO was seen or when, but what impression- it !nade, how it affected th,e• observar both emotionaily and physieally ; not whether the observar was a
pilot—pilota can be irrational, aa anyone else—but whether
lie talked straight not the exact altitude of the UFO,
unimportant at this point, but whether its movernents were
out of the ordinary, unknown. And last but uot least, in
order to obtain reliable results, i'egardless of whether positive or negativo, une bad to assuma that the object under
investigation was real and worth the effort. It is senselese to eat a sandwich and to proclaim at the same time
that it does not exist. If it does not exist, then leave it
alone, don't eat it, and keep silent, to say the least.
Here we have a few roles of conduct to follow in the
study of UF0s. Tbese males, far from complete, emerged
from the process of observing the sky during the past few
years. These rales have been eorroborated by the results
obtained in Desert Research and practieal work with DOR
and raia elouds.
Having become acquainted with the rales of observation we shall gain confidence in our judgments and in the
opinions of otbers. We shall no longer hang on to the tails
of pnblic opinion or to a non-existent authority on matters
utterly unknown and strange. We shall gradnally become
experta oarselves in the mastery of the "Knowledge of
the Future."
Having freta ourselves from our dependence both on
public opinion and on our own urge to please, irnpress or
convince non-existent "authorities"; having learned how
to rely on our observations only, we may proceed with
confidence in our observations and experimenta.
First, we make ourselves at honre in some region of the
globe and of the sky by living, as it were, eoutinuously with
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our field of operation. I knew the region around Orgonon
well within an approximate radius of 100 !rifles. Daily routine tripa through this region, equipped with field filasses,
Geiger counter, photographic equipment and other necessary instrumento made it possible for me to see nuances of
change in vegetation, changes over only a few weeks or even
days, the role mountain ranges play in the drift of clonds ;
the shape of clouds over certain areal; the "feel" of dipping in and out of what later come to be called "DOR
pockets," etc. It also made it possible to adapt niyself
to the particular changes in the background counts which
characterized the region. For example my report on the
blackening rocks (OEB, 1952),* tens of a wedge of high
counts into a region with near normal background activity
on routes 17 and 2 in Moine near Rumford. Without the
knowledge of the shape of the mountain ranges in relation
to the location of Orgonon such a finding may have escaped
me.
During the Arizona Ea operations, 1954/1955, as well
as during the Washington Ea operations 1955/1956 a certain region was designated as research territory. The mie
was strictly adhered to, to drive a certain route daily from
and to base, 80-100 miles in Arizona, 40-50 in Maryland,
to get acquainted with the region, to know ita vegetation
well, even single trees or groups of chollas, certain patches
of desert sand, certain dried-ont river beds on mountain
ranges, the bottoms of river beds in the vaileys, etc. We
learned during these operations to avoid any pretense of
exactness. Taking pictures irnmediately or raeasuring
something without knowing what one measured, why or
to what end, or writing endiess protocols, was only confusing, empty of true knowledge. The rale was strictly
adhered to to know the research object well by mere observation and coordination of observation, before quantitative testa were made. This secnred crucial coordinations
* Orgone Energy Bulletin.

such as background counts with clondforms in the sky or
DOR accumulafion over the region. It Ied to important
oonclusions regarding the effects of Ea on elimate and
vegetation.
There is little use in determining quantitative properties of an unknown object or realm before having obtained
sufficient orientation alma its basic qualities, appearance,
behavior, functioning, inner dynaznics, development, etc.
It not only tens nothing whatever about the unknown; it
prevents us from really getting at it. It gives na the illusion that we know something if we CATI determine "exactly" at what hour, minute, and second, at what latitude
and longitude, etc., we saw the unknown. This is important where locations of known objecta are coneerned. It is
of secondary or of no importante, it may even distraet
from the issue at stake where unknowns are concerned.
There is no use wasting time and deceiving oneself about
being an "exact scientist" in counting the number of words
a man talks per minute at a certain hour of the day in a
certain building, if, what bothers him and drove him to
na as doctors, is a severe bellyache which could not be
diagnosed by atores of physicians. The first thing to do in
such cases is to relas, sit down, look at the patient, chat
with him and get "the feel" of him, a feel ao very much
despised by "exact scientists" as "psychology" or "mysticism." Snch "seientists" are no scientists at all. They
are ignorant with respect to the crudest, basic scientifie
rales of observation; to the intricate relations between observer and observed; to the inevitable influente of sense
impression and emotional structure of the observer on
the observed. A compulsive-neurotie doubter in science
will doubt and talk away everything, no matter how much
evidence there is. An arrogant stiff-neck in science will
remain inaccessible to any kind or amount of most impressive demonstration. It does not change the situation
a bit that the sick man hides his compulsion, ignorance
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ar arrogance behind a veneer of fake selentific objectivity.
being open-minded, ready to
tivity are
Being "scientific" mearas
of objecexami
accept anything if certain conditions at
ning
and not negve in
positive,
fulfilled
; of being
a new realm
of knovirledge. These are banalities indeed,
as old as good, true science itself.
1 shall present on tuae folle.wing vages some drawings
d photographs of phenomena unknown to science. 1 do
an
conv ince anyone. The sole
not present them in arder to
methods used in the Ea,
objective is to explain some of the
work. 1 shalt omit dates, locations and similar data in
arder to concentrate ou the principle of reliable observaou, and not on secondary matters of presentation of facts
li
irrelevant at the moment. This will ais() help in keeping
the frightened, neurotie, "criticai scientist" off the acene
of our serions debate.
following eltaracteristies of unknown
Synoptieailyour
theterminology, were found important in
objecto, Ea ira
celestial observation:

Between Ea and Stara
Differentiation
tiF0
rnknoten,
knoten
Colo r Yellow ta red or white, flashof
fixed
stars:
ateei
1) Color
n pulsating, Changing color
clear
blue ; flinunering on
days; not flirnmering bef ore
onset of rain.

from -yellow to red or green and
vice versa.

Size: Mostly larger than Jnpiter.
of
fixed
atara:
smaller
2) Size
than Jupiter.
ir re gular upon systematic
Locationular
known
spot,
nightly observation, Ea some3) Location
nightly visible according to
times absent, or appearing sndImawa astronoraical schedule.
denly ia middle of sky, vanisking

etc.

Unknourn, Ea, UFO
Known
4) Movement lawful, predictable. Movemeni at times regular in accordance with either fixed stars
ar planeta ou eeliptic. But also

devinting grossly ira speed and diredima. Photographic relation
to fixed stars important. (See
deviation, pp. 17, 18.)

5) Known .flying objects like An Ea may appear like a atar on
planes move at known speeds ;
straight ar curved; balloons
drift with the wind steadily,
never against the wind.

h`,astern horizon, then move slowly along horizon to aouth and sink
lwlow horizon in west. Ea of the
silvery tope change speed abruptly, go against the wind, wobble
like spinning topa, disappear suddenly, affect electro-magnetic inatrum.ents, cause ciouds to dis-

perse.
Ea haver in sky, on mountain
slopes; maneuver ; give impression of watching ground beneath.
Ofteu move with atara in setting ;
but also may follow no rules at
ali.

6) Spacegun effect dimming, no Upon eorreet drawing off energy
fading. Only general region
there follows siowing down,
darkens somewhat. No apoming, fading, disappearance,
dai sensations.
change of direction.
Soar or bitter toste on tongue,
nausea, at times loas of equilibrium.
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ET &moven, Ra, UPO
May appear to be m eteors.

Known
streak across a
7) Meteorites
stretch of sky with a bright Ea only visible with strong fieldflash, beginning and ending
irregusharplY, oecurring
lar, varied direetions, rnostly
toward the ground.

glasses upon prolonged careful
observation of certain stretches
ol! sky in very high altitudes,
tnoving either in groups synchrosuccession over
nously or in quick
the same directhe some area In
roi tely the
0014 with apprna
sare speed as if in military formation, often parallel, not perpendicular to the ground.

Ea is a new event withont precedent in our lives. Hanianity, with the exce ption of a few philosophers,
had
r space
no ides of the possibility of visito from ontescientific
had not developed any view, method or
Eartivman
tool to cope with the problem. In addition he has developed
inkof th way
in bis offspring a character structure and a klad
fact by
ing whieh obstructs the approaeh to the new
of ridicule, slander and outright threat to the existence of
the pioneer of space engineering. Theref ore, our riew
science existed
start from scratch, as if
approach
musaupon return from the moon, when asked
at ali. Men,
lar to
033. the 1120031.
whether there are barber shops
ay New York
the comer of 42nd St. and Broadw in
that
on say : There are Bone; period. Neither are there
would
"authorities" on the moon, we raust add. There are no
authorities ou these new matters.
Astronomy has to start from scratch. And "scratch"
}gere signifies the fact, that both. the Copernican as well
as the Keplerian theories, the "perfect" circle and the
"erfect" ellipse, are inapplicable to the true movements
p

of the solar system. The sun moves ~wird while the
planeta — eircIe." There are, accordingly, no closed circular or elliptical paths around the àun. The circles and
the ellipses are necessarily replaced hy, spinning waves
in various spatial relations te the
(KRW, Swings,
sun, by irregular accelerating and decelerating speeds as
in spinning topa, by curved general pathways, etc. This
example may suffiee te elarify the inevitable new approaeh
to astrophysics.
It is, therefore, understandable that a panei of top
scientists established in 1952 to screen the IMO carne to
the following conelusion:
"We as a group do not believe that it is impossible
for some other celestial body to be inhabited by intelligent
creatures. Nor is it impossible that these creatures could
have reaehed suei' a state of development that they could
visit the earth. However, there is nothing in ali of the
so-called flying saucer' reports that we have read that
would indicate that this is taking 'Atice." ("Report on
Unidentified Flying Objects," 1956)
Ruppelt continues:
"The Tremonton Filha (an actual fim of UFO's) had
been rejeeted as proof but the panei (of experta) did leave
the doar opera a erack when they suggested that the Navy
pheto lab re-do their study. But the Navy lab nevar rechecked their report."
It is quite understandable that the U. S. Navy did this.
One cannot judge functions of one element, while living in
another. One must live things to judge them. The problem
lay buried in the vast realm of the Life Energy.
Though the present theories are wrong, do not reilect
space reality, the calculations are correct; the predictions
of astronomy, if T am correetly informed, are true. T know
nothing about the behind-the-acenes affairs within astro-
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munia eircles. HOWeVer, there is little doubt as to the confusion created by the old Egyptian and Greek MIDIF3 given
They are artificial, correspond to no
"constellations."
ideal
about his das and not funetional
to
" constellareality.
groupings of the stars, if
any,
determine
the
abandoned as quickly as possible,
be
They
should
tions."
sinee they are misieading, preventing na from looking at
the atara unbiased by arbitrary deli ativas.
well the various
I conf asa that 1 never could remember make out arry
god ar animal munes; nor could I ever
similarity with actual star patterns. Other gronpings
seemed just as possible. I succ.eeded in the eourse of
decades to tose my feeling of ignoranee. I began to see
most thrilling patterns of gronps of fored stars which suggested groupings aceording to superimposing spinning
waves. may be entirely wroug ir this. Neither would
confusion and paralysis of
like to add to the existing I would like to present an
astrophysieal thought. Instead,
example of naive star photography. The following photoduring the expedition in Arigraph
vias no
taken
one objective in raind. I need-d photozona with
special
graph of pathways of atara. T ara omitting concreta data
are irrelevant bere. They should not distract
since they
from the main subject.
vias ken with a Laica,
The photograph of star-tracks
tadirected toward
on,
apertura 3.5, at night without mo
certain group of atara near zenith :
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Two Successive Es Photographs

At first sight the photo shows no irregularities. Upon
on
ene track (see arrow) proved
the
all
careful study, however,
tonger than
the enlarged photo abont 2 millimeters
entical. This little pie ce
atker tracks, which are exactly id "
FROM SCRATCH"
is enough to justify the
evidente
of
point of view. The quantitative difference is irrelevant

The following two photos were taken on two consecutive clear nights at Little Orgonon in Arizona during the
19U/1955. Again, exposure, exact hour,
winter months
day of the month are here omitted as irrelevant. Only
what we ,2e0 colvotA

a

here. The quatitative tad of cole track beinp, longer is what

These are extraordinary celestial phenomena. The time
of night, the duration of exposure, the aperture and position were the same in both pietures. The identity of the
location is evident from the identity of the landscape. The
brightness reflecte the lights at Tueson to the south of
Little Orgonon, some 8 miles away. The two pictures differ
greatly, contrary to astronomical pictures. Thay present
tracks of Ea in terms of Orgonomy, TIFOs in the parlance
of the Air Force Technical Intelligence

matters.
lapon closer examination of the tracks we flud a deviatn of the same "star" track from the parallel run of the
We shall strictly
reat
deg rees.
of the tracks by
about
2.5
or opinion of what this astounding fact
ides
withhold
any
may indicate. We must proceed withont submitting to
being shackled by theory.
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An Es under ORUR to the LEFT (East) of trees. Note dieroptions-- 'f.edwg
PHOTO
Iiiik.i3bal~~~111~11~11~

PHOTO B: Eu. Appearing eueidettly (middlar Arrow, to the right of trace the foliowing
night at the 'atue time and *ame ezpna~are). Two upper arrowe zoaria
deviation and three times "faina out."
Fig. 3. Two Ea photographs
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1. Photo A shows the track low abone the tree to the left
(or east), while Photo B shows the same object to the right
(or west) of the same tree.
2. The track in A is ninai Bhorter, nearly half of the
track in B dnring the same period of expostue. Track B
appears suddenly in the photograph as if the object had
entcred the sky from nowhere, as it were.
3. Traek A shows several interruptions: The object
was still there in the dark arcas, but did not luminate.
4. Traek B shows no suei interruptions in the emission
of light. It appears BUDDZ/iLY in the photograph
arrow) as if from nowhere, moving westward (to the
right). It appears suddenly while another object moves
apparently mu& faster higher up. This second object appears on the photograph pinte at the beginning of the exposure. It shows a "wobbling" curve at the first arrow
and three regular interruptions of light einission at the
third arrow.
5. There are on the Photo B a few other parallel eurved
Enes fainter than the lower two. The Photo A does not
show any of these additional tracks.
We shall forego any atternpt at an interpretation. It is
the set purpose of this aceount to traiu ourselves in suspending judgment, in omitting well available quantitativo
description, in not telling when these photos ware obtained.
We must keep this first approach to the Ea problem strictly
what
observational in order to find a first orientation as to
look at, what to expect as being "unknown" in the sky.
We do not wish to be negative, obstructive. We want to
our approach; affirmative in a careful,
be affirmative
step-by-step, observational manner.

THE "SPACEGUN"
The Atmospheric "ORUR" Effect
The summer of 1954 was me.inly spent with preparations for the expedition. We had learned in two parallel
Enes of observation that the white and the blaek powdery
substances, Orite and Melanor, were related to drought,
dryness and discomfort in man, animal and vegetation
alike. At the same time, a relationsbip IVRE establiàled
betweeu these atmospheric conditions and the presence of
the big, yellow and reddish pulsating "stars" which we
had learned to distinguish from planeta and bluish fixed
atara. But, as is to be expeeted in such situations, we were
not Fure by any means that the established correlations
between Ea and drought were correet. Therefore, the old
idea to go to the fully developed desert and to test our
observations there, gained in importante as the weeks
passed by.
The preparations beeame concrete. With these preparations getting along well, it struck me as peculiar that 1 had
ao cornpletely abandonecl the original Oranur proceas of
1951. When the atmospherie DOR emergency had hecome
unbearable at Orgonon, the small amounts of nuclear
material, three milligrams of radium and a few micrograma of radioactivo eohalt, had been buried in an uniuhabited area on Route 17 toward Rumford, about :5 miles
from Orgonon. For more than three years now this material had been buried in the ground within heavy leal
shielding. Why not test this material again before leaving
for Arizona, 1C thought. The idea seemed well-founded.
On September 21, 1954, the radium was bronght back to
Orgonon and was tested immediately with the 4096 Tracerlab Auto-Sealer.
The resulta were recorded tu the following original
protocol. In order to compare with the original activity
on April 28, 1951, the report of that date is reprinted here
in full regarding Radium needles 1 and 2:
E
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A. Oranur Rxperiment, First Report, 1947-1951--pages 323-324
Measurements of Two Needles of Oranur Radium (une nig. eaeh), iii
Shielding and Naked, at GM Autosealer, April 28, 1961, 3 P.M.
All measurements at one em. distanee. Each measurernent average
of several tneasurements.

Material

Time
With
Seale Shielging Naked in sec. CPM

1. Ra 1
0.8 307,200
44096
(1 rng. untreated)
2. Ra 2
1.05 245,760
4096
(1 mg. OWtreated)
43,000
0.4
256
3. Ra 2
81,920
2.8
4096
4. Ra 2
28,877
8.3
4096
5. Ra. 1
0.8 307,200
4096
6. Ra 1
0.8 307,200
4096
7. R.a 2
81,920
3.0
4096
8. Ra 2
315
1.280
64
9. Shielding alone
10. Mierograrn
Ra--OR-treated
0.8 307,200
4096
5 yrs.
11. Wateh, une
24,576
10.0
4096
month owned
12. Watch, 2 yrs.
24,576
10.0
4096
owned
13. Calibration after
60
4.15
256
measurements
Before proceeding further, let us again review the facts in their interrelations, and not singly:

FIRST : The ttaked NR material gave a mueh tower count
(one tenth) tratathe sane material enclosed jia heavy lead
shielding.
SECOND: The len times higher count in the atmosphere
around the shielded NR material is a funetion o/ lhe OR
energy fighting ogainst NR.

THIRD: As soou as the interaction between 01? and NR
is stopped, the high OR aetivity vanishes and sinks doto'
to the normal atmospheric
FOUNTH : OR CilCrgy
less irritared by NR.
B.

alOttf

does not reaet severely actr-

Oram., Second Report
Prutocol (upon arrival) : September 21, 1954, 12:00 noon

Hubject: G-M reactions to Oranur-affeeted radium
Present : Wilhelm Reich, M. 17., nomes Ross,
Robert MeCallough
At 12:00 noon today Mr. Ross brought back to the Observatory the. hos containing the 3 milligrams of radium,'
which had been buried 15 nines to the sodthwest of Orgonon
sinee March 31, 1952. An immediate background coma of
the general area was mede with the SIr-5 survey meter.
It gave 150 epin. With the unshielded corinter bibe held
one meter away from the hox of NR, the count was 8-900
epm. With the Cube laid ou the top of the hos, it was 8-9000
epm.
One 1 mg. radium needle was then tested with the
largar and more sensitive G-M Cube and Autosealer. With
* The third
was referred to in the First Oranur Report
(195U as the last control NR, on pp. 324-325.
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the needle naked at a distante of 1 centimeter the count
was 2457.6 cpm (against 16,000 in 1951, WR). With the
radium needle reinserted into the lead case it had been
enelosed in and the eounter tube 1 centimeter distant from
the case, the eount was 163,840 opm (against 7000 in 1951).
Notes: One water-tight lead radium eontainer was found
to be almost fuil of what appeared to be water. The screw
cap was greased and no plausible reason was evident for
the presence of the water. WR had tbe bux of NFL placed
touching the cables of the Cloudbuster. Immediately following this, a general feeling of well-being was marked in
two persons. There was a sudden brightening of the
rocks and vectetation; distant mountains, which had been
black, suddenly became blue; the sky cleared and the west
wind started. WR remarked that his organism seemed to
be filling up. RMC noticed that his hands were filling out
to their former fullness. Deep full breathing eould again
be enjoyed. WR's dog Troll showed no aversion to the
boa of NR.
/s/ Robert A. McCullough

The large double lead container containing one of the
1 mg. radium needles that had been nsed in the Oranur
Experiment was brought into the Observatory and the
C.P.M. rate was taken with the 2.3 mg./cm' eounter tube
and the Tracerlab Autoscaler. The resulto follow:

C. Ominar, Second Report
Protocol: September 26, 1954-10:30 hrs.
Present: Wilhelm Reich, M. D., experimenting.
William Moise, Robert McCullough, taking
protocol.
Place :

Orgone Energy Observatory, Orgonon,
Rangeley, Afaime.

Subject : G-M Rates of Oranur affeeted NR (of 1951).
/Signed/ Wilhelm Reich

1. Radiuni in the double lead container-1 cm. distant
Scale 4696
10.65 soe.
24,576 C.P.M.
11.65 eec.
22,000 C.P.M.
2. Radium in smaller, inner lead container1 em. distant
Scale 4096

2.50 see.
3.65 see.
2.00 see.
59.10 sec.

98,304 C.P.M.
70,246 C.P.M.
122,880 C.P.M.
4,096 C.P.M.

3. Radium needle naked-1 cm. distant
Scale 256
13.50 see.
1,02.4
11.42 see.
1,400 C.P.M.
Scale 4096
5.5 minutes
702 C.P.M.
4. Empty large lead container—at 1 em. distant
(Radium removed)
Scale 64
1.0 see.
nearly zero
1.0 see.
nearly zero
5. Calibration after measurements
Scale 256

4.15 see.

60 cycles

Threshold voltage 1200 volts.
/Signed/ Robert A. McCullough
Researeli Associate
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Radiam 1 and 2 had lost mueh of their activity of 1951.
The third needle which had not been treated with concentrated OR energy was nmeh lower than even its own
original rate of 16,000 CPM naked at 1 cm. distance from
the counter tube. The great vacillation, the activity of
the material, is as striking as the for higher rate within
heavy lead shielding.
These were basically new phenomcna. The basic fee,
tare of a far stronger activity within shielding remained
to this day. The activities withont shielding varied greatly
ali through, since 1954, with place, climate, transportation,
etc. It was heretofore impossible to find any mechanical
lawfulness in three oscillations.
Technologizal Use of CRUR
The new use of the Oranur material in connection with
the desert project in Arizona carne about in the following
~ter, while we were searching desperately to alleviate
our physical distress. 1 quote from my Log Book, date
September 21st and 28th, 1954:
September 21.
McCullough packing truck • • •
My ankle swollen from bad DOR at Orgonon; left
ankle harto, swollen and inflamed ' (my family
gone • • * ) 1 ara alone, abandoned here.
September 28.
T called Moise and Eva to be at Orgonon around
October 1, for packing • " • Packing proceeds.
Ea this morning 5:30 a.m. very strong till 6:30 a.m.,
drawing off energy, felt by WR (causing fast heart,
2 x vomiting, fatigue, depression) ; Helen Tropp woke ;
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Mrs. McCullough felt weak, nauseous; Mrs. Tom Rosa,
too • • • I felt like giving up, dying • • • A bright
yellow star was hanging low in southern sky. Time to
go to Arizona.
Oranur Weather Control richer by reinstatement
of OR NR, stopped by separation, with NR Pb
(container) 40,000 CPM.
DOR easily removed by OR +++4- (fneaning
OR Pb).
Principie: Irritated OR causes Expansion. Sky
^lears, blue within minutes,
This was a tremendous step forward. Heretofore, the
clearing of the atmosphere had been done by drawing off
the DOR clouds into a lake. Now, within a few seconds,
the sky cleared and became blue in zenith and far around
the horizon upon 0i-uri:afim The narre ORUR was later
coined to distinguish Chis operation from Oranur. In the
latter, original nuclear material (NU) irritated concentrated atmospherie OR energy, making it run amok or
change to DOR. Now, on the other hand, NU, rendered
harmless by Oranur and weakened in radioactivity, was
changed to OR behavior in +he opposite direction from
Oranur, as ORUR. It was low energetically when not
within lead or metal of other kind. However, as soon as it
tuas put into lead the counts climbed instantly outside the
lead container up to dozens of feet to 40,000 or even 100,000
CPM measured with the RU-5 Survey meter. This was
neves, indeed: The atmosphere could be changed, "Orurized," directly by ORUR.
1 repeat : The Oranur material gare naked no, or only
a negligible, GM reaction, The lead container, toa, gane
no reaction. But the moment the two were brought together
as far away as from two to three teci, the GM counter
(W-5) soared to 40,000-100,000 CPM. This was astonishing as it was inemprehensible. It was unknown and
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observation revealed the
somehow weird. A few
Met tbst ORITR was are extremely powerful tool. If used
only a few seconds, two to five, it cleared the sky of
DOR. The DOR hovering low and dark over the landseape, especially in the vallcys, seemed to turre blue-gray
from horizon to horizon. If used too long, dependiug on
the weather from 20-60 econds, clonds began to forro
neariy instantly ; a.nd rain would set in a few honra Tater.
Also, gra), even clonds that "could not pour out their
water," gave a gentle downponr immediately after Orurization. This was found out the hard way when we overdid once during the first few testa. Later T learned to
respect the great sensitivity of the atmospheric energy
and the power of Orur.
The reaction of the atmosphere seemed more efective
when the Orur material was moved in and out of the lead
eontainer. At first, Orur was used apart from the cloudbuster. Bnt soou the two were combined. We would draw
off some DOR from zenith and around the horizon first
and then "oruriee" from the west or southwest. The
southwest direction seemed particularly efective. We soou
learned that touching the southwest-northeast galactic direction (see CORE, Vol. VI, 1954, p. 92) for a few seconds
would make the blue-gray OR energy streara in rapidly,
covering the formerly blackish dirty-looking monntains
with a fine blue-gray haze. The change in the atmosphere
was immediately felt by all observers. Even dirty steelgray DOR-affected raia clonds seemed to fill up and beeome
white in a brilliant, formerly dull, stale atmosphere.
The ides forced itself upon me: /t wili be possible to
draw off DOR from the deserts and draw in moisture from
the Pacific Ocean. The orurization effect of September 29th
had reached as far as 170 miles toward the coast when my
daughter lived. She had witnessed a suddeu clearing of
DOR and a fresh brilliance in the atmosphere. She had
thought that I had done some new experiment to the west
at Orgonon.

:3!
We Were Being Watehed . .?
New facts which are out of step with routine experiente
should not be denied or ignored; they should be pushed
aside again and again until they force themselves upon
the observar as true and objective and can no longer be
ignored. This was done with the impression we all had
had during the preparatory operations at Orgonon: We
were being watched. It is still hard to believe it today.
However, a symphony of relevant facts forced its way
through to reality. There were three series of processes
which were related to this. They were initially independent
of each other; they were experienced separately without
communication by three different groups:
1. We had begun "drawing" energy from Ea ; their
lumination was weakened or even extinguished ; they moved
conspicuously out of order on severa] occasions at Orgonon
during 1954.
2. MeCullough went through are experiente of the
strangest sort ou October 13th, en route to Arizona, near
Kansas City (see his letter of October 19th, 1954, p. 139).
This event fell isto line with are event we witnessed on
December 14th, 1954, the day when Orur arrived by plane
at Tucson, Arizona.
3. Moise was ordered to report our contact with Ea
to the ATIC headquarters in Dayton, Ohio. The Air Force
)fficers who received this report were burningly interested,
but seemed not surprised at what he told them. (See verbatim report by Moise, p. 79).
We shall deal with each of these independent processes
separately, but we shall keep them in our minds integrated
as parta of one single proeess Ea:
Oranur operationa ou earth saem to be carefully
watched by living beings from outer space,
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Continued Contact witF Ea at Orgonon,
September - October, 1954
On September 29, 1954, while orurizing the atmoaphere
on the hill near the Observatory, I saw, looking skyward
above me at 10:45 a.m. four black-gray craft traverse the
Observatory region at high speed, animal for earth craft,
including the fastest jets, at great altitude within two
seconds from northeast to southweet. They tlew in
formation.
A potential of 40,000 to 60,000 CPM had been aracially created a short while before with ORUR. 1 orurized
the atmosphere daily now since the DOR effects returned
promptly a few haura after having been removed. The
"Spacegun," i.e., the integration of ORUR and Cloudbuster was conceived by me on the same day:
Protocol: September 29, 1954

Invention of Spacegun

Subject: Oonthination of ORUR and Oloudbuster

Fig. 4- Spaceglin and Operatori:
E. Peter Reich
M. Silvo" E. Reich, W. Moise
OROP DESERT Ea, Washington, D. C., 1955-56

WR informed me today that he conceived the idea of
the combining of Oranur and the Cloudbuster for the enhanced operation of both. WR further stated that he will
try a long Oranur reaction with the next hurricane that
develops.
/Signed/ Robert A. McCullough
The technological development of Oranur toward ORUR
operations rushed onward speedily in logical steps.
The morning of September 31st was striking. We had
eleared the sky. An extreme, fast-forming humidity deposited heavy moisture on the window panes, on cara, MI
rocles and on meadows. The temperature and climate felt
subtropic. Brown and yellow leaves were turning green
as we looked at them, observed by McCullough, Tom Ross,
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an oid woodsman, aud myself, rased ou a farm. All
weather reporta were upsct that day. The Air Force
seemed very active overhead; many planes were circiing
our region. A red plane flew five times over and around
Orgonon. We were used by then to these iaspeetians of
our grounds from the air by varioua airborne observers.
We had eleared the aky. Our feet felt heavy when we
walked the steps to the Observatory. Thie phenomcnon
was well known to us as a consegnence of sfrong Oranur;
the pull of gravity was stronger (to be dealt with in a different contert).

"October 8/9/1954: 4-5 Ea in aky last night again,
beginning 10:00 p.m., with `drawing off' felt. One moved
slowly to aorth, then upward, appearing and disappearing.
Southern red bali not there after 9:00 paia I operated
twiee, 20 seconds each at 0.6 Oranur with good eesult. Two
days' dull blackness gave way this morning to stronger,
distant blue and sparkle. Ea was ineffective, it appears."

On the evening of October 5th-Gth four of us saw
three large, pulsating, yellow Ea hanging low over the
southern horizon and one to the northwest over the Observatory. They had not been there the night before.
Mceullough had left with the truek in the morning,
October 7th. The same evening, October 7th, four Ea
were hanging still, big, motionless, strongly pulsating in
the sky, three to southeast and one to northwest. One Ea
appeared later, as so often out of nowhere, as it were,
directly over the Observatory.
My Log Book tens me that DOR had made as miserable
that same day 11:00 a.m. I removed DOR by Orurization
at 5:00 p.m. The sky went blue-gray again. A note in my
Log Book reads as follows: "Today, 10/ 7/54 some people
feel as if drawn out of energy, suddeniy, and stopping suddenly. The mountain ranges are lusterleas, black, the
sparkle gone that had enlivened the landacape during the
past two weeks or se, when NR-OR was used (ORUR).
There is no doubt that 1 am at ovar with Ea. What seemed
only a possibility one year ago, is certainty now. They
among the stara, or they move on same
either
pathways, i.e., they are in same fixed position with respect
to earth (as are the fixed atara). The switch-like, sudden
sensation of being drawn from or being relieved was reported by many workers."

Two Air Force planes searehingly eireled Lhe observatory that same day.
The Second OROP Es
On October 10,1954, about 19:00 hrs. we notieed a large
red object in the aky to the west, low above Bald Mountain.
We orurized the atmospbere and drew directly from the
Ea a few minutes after 19:00 hours, one minute. To our
aniazernent the Eu moved from the first to the second position in the following sketch from Log Book, p. ;50, that
to the south.
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The Ea had siso becanne similar, lesa red and it was
somewhat highcr in the Riu.. It certainly was neither a
planet nor a fixed atar according to this behavior. Operator Eva Reich saw it later sink down beneath the horizon_
A second, yellow object to the west at approximately
30° np faded out at 19:30 lura. after a two minute direct
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Orur draw. It carne back faintly twice and finally was no
longer visible with binoculars. We had the distinct impression of a struggle, fading alternating with strong
tlashing pulsation, wobbling, moving iu various directions.
It moved south to north while struggling:
U
~~~~
I• • . •

•

. •

4

)11 .

021:9
/PJ-CFig. 6. A secria4 E a ia affected.

It disappcared after weakening, waning and blinking.
It returned and went out again 19:53 hrs., carne baek to
luminate once more at 19:55, became fainter, smaller, as
if further away in the west. At 20:08 all of tirem at the sare
time, 1 south, 1 north, 1 weat, 1 northwest seemed to remove themselves, growing smaller and fainter, as if by
common comtnand.
1

This operation Ea was phoned through after conclusion, to our secretary, Mrs. Helen Tropp, in the nearby
Rangeley village. A note in my Log Book, p. 52, 1954, reads
as follows:
"Tonight for the first time in the history of ..,non, the
zoar waged for ages by living beings from outer space
upon this earth (with respect to DOR, Drought and Desert,
WR, 1956) was reciprocated with ORANUR with positive
result."

eigne
1

At 21:35, one hour and 24 minutes later the Ea to north
and south were again there; they had climbed higher in
the sky, against the regular star movement. Ea to west
and northeaat were no longer visible.

I was about rnaking these notes in my Log Book in my
study with my lah watch timing the eventa when 1 heard
at 20:11 hrs. Eva Rolei and William poise exelaiming on
the observation deek: "A flore!" A flare had just streaked
down eastward from zenitb. I had not seen the sare myself that evening but 1 saw many at other times myself.
They were abundant in Tucson the night Orur was flown
iu, aecording to reporta by these present at the airport
(sce Tucson report, p. 199) upon arrival of the ORUR
material.

The days had been replete with shaking events. Fortunntely, I had become used during Oranur to snch events
and I had trained a few students well enough to stand by
me without running away, as so many had done before
under the pressure of DOR.
I wish to quote from the First Report on Oranur, 1951:
"We may assume that the OR energy ocean which fills
all space is the carrier of the vibrations related to light.
However, the relationship seems to be a much closer one.
The OR energy unit itself as it develops from and sinks
baek into the OR ocean, emita light, strongest and sharpest ai the peak and weakest during the period of rise and
fali.
"Careful examination of the dots on photograph (Fig.
7a, below) reveals several most interesting details:
"1. Most of the dots are black, only a very few are
white, i.e., corresponding to effects of ordinary light.
"2. Every single one of the black dots has a sharp
'center' or 'core,' and a less sharp periphery or 'field.'

....alerlitri."-~"2111Maarwninarrnr.
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"3. The intensity and the size of the single dots vary
greatly.
"4. Some of the white dots show a sharply defined
black center.
"It is advisable not to interpret all these details at
once. A major mistake made at this moment might well
jeopardize a eorrect explanation for decades. We can,
however, coordinate one definito characteristic with what
we already know about OR energy functioning:

1

"1. The units of OR energy are not rigidly equal.
There are not two units exaetly the same in size or intensity.
"2. Each dot shows, if well developed, a 'core' and a
`periphery,' the former always more intenso than the
latter (Fig. 7b, below).
"3. The white field around some of the black dots
points to a luminating ares around the OR energy
This is exactly what we see with our eyes in the darkroom: The luminating cantas have a luminating 'aura' of
lesser intensity.
coordination of the physical with the psychological observation forms a sound foundation for further
investigations.
"The black and white dots we see on the photograph
also agree with the theory we have tentatively built to
comprehend the funetioning of the conde OR energy.
What we see are most likely the peaks of the single units.
Tf we cut one of the well formed single units crosswise, we
can easily see that the point is surrounded by a lesa ituninating field.

a
Orgone Energy Units
from Earth Biona on photographic plata (1944)
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" We wish to stop at this point. Further research will
probably amplify these first theoretical formulations.
"Let us summarize our resulta aso far:

ki
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"1. The primordial substratum, the cosmic OR ocean,
is moving in an undulatory fashion and in a certain direction in our planetary system from west to east as a
whole, faster than the planetary globe.

4
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"2. Out of this undulating substratum innumerable
single concentrations of OR energy emerge, comparablo
to sharp cresta of single ~os of greatly varying intensity and extensity (Figs. 7c and d).
"3. Both the OR energy occan and the single OR
energy units lurainate.
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"4. The natural color of the general substratum is
bluish-gray or bluish-green sky, ocean, protoplasm, bions,
etc.; that of the concentrated units is deep purple or
violet. Grosa, streak-like concentrations appear whitishblue and are rapid, in contradistinction to the other types
of OR movement (Figs. 7e and f).
"5. The formation of concentrations to single distinet
units follows upon excitation of the OR energy ocean in
various ways : Presence of other orgonotic systems, electromagnetic sparks, raetallic obstacles, and, foremost,
nuclear energy.
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"6. The basic character of all these phekuinena is of a
functional. nature. There is nothing mechanical, rigid, or
absolutely identical in it. Yet, there is clearly a CFP at
work, a common law which governa all distinct units, may
the variations be ever so manifold. Each single unit possesses a sharp 'core' and a lesa sharp 'periphery.' This
agrees with the bio-energetic structure of every living
organism and also with planetary systems. They, too, are
composed of a core and an energetically weaker periphery.
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"Each single unit passes, accordingly, through four
typieal phases:
"1. Birth through concentration of a certain amount
of primordial energy.
"2. Rise in energy levei through further eoncentration:
"3. A sharply luminating peak, most closely allied to
a point of ligbt.
"4. Decline and death; the unit merges again with the
substratum. Thus, birth and death, growth and decline,
the CFP of ali living and nonliving nature, seem to be preformed already in the basic functioning of the single, tiny
OR energy unit. Each unit is a unique, unrepeatable event.
Yet ali orgone energy units follow a comnion law af functioning. Lawfulness and endless variation are thus not incompatible opposites; they are paired funetions or. the
CFP of nature in general.—May, 1950"
(The Oranur Experimant, First Report, 1947-1951.)
p

Concitadoras Regarding hdluencing Ea with
ORUR - Spacegun
(1) The energy equilibrium of Ea can be disturbed or
even put out of order by withdrawing energy from it directly. Its behavior is directly related to the successful
operations.
(2) Signs of Ea having been affected; At first stronger
blinking as if duo to reactive struggle; fading, repeatedly
interspersed with stronger lumination; getting smaller possibly with eld shrinking ; appearing to revede into greater
distance; fading out completely with or without reappearance of lumination (see photos, pp. 20, 21); sununary simultaneons disappearance of many Ea as if on common
coimam]; flores of warning (!) dropped from sky as if in
alarm; erratic movements out of order.
(3) The power of the Oranur Spacegun is tremendous
due to the sensitivity ef the OR energy ocean. Early regulation and coordination of its use is pararnount to planetary safety from abuse by Higs.
Due to the long, drawu out nrurization on October 10,
1954, it rained gently on the morning of the following day.

S.
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Fig. 8

The court in Portland was informed that same day that
the activities of the Orgone Instituto Press in sending out
ruir literature, enjoined by Higs, would be resumed. Our
Ea work was infinitely more important than an order
which had been inspired and unlawfully obtained by Moscow Higs and was issned by a well-meaning but rnisled
Judge. (See WR: "Atoms for Peace vs. The Hig," AdSupdress to the Jury, History of Orgonomy,
plement 3, text of Ietter to Judge Clifford verbatim.)
That same day, too, I reaehed an understanding of how
Orur worked ; why the counts soared so high when an other-
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avise inactive ORUR was put into heavy lead shielding.
In the open, without metal shielding, ORUR was peaceful,
inactive, eorresponding to the foggy type of existente.
When put into the lead container, the field was apparently
restricted and ORUR changed from the foglike to the
pointed existente as seen on the lighted green ecreen and
on photographs. This aetivity was responsible for the high
(3M action up to 100,000 ()PM. It was 111,3 restriction of
its peaceful activity which caused ite "warlike" behavior.
Why had I not seen this simple logic in the behavior of
the Life Energy sooneri A peacefully living wild
if foreefully restricted, would suddenly act exaetly the
same way, or rather the OR energy within the animal acta
the same way as ORUR within lead.

dog, Troll, had eaten little for three days. On the 13th, he
was only lying around, sick and miserable. I, too, could not
eat because of nausea. ?tly daughter felt dizzy, as if
"drawn from the head." She ate little. Grethe Hoff reported by phone from Boston that her little son had been
sick for two days and that he was not eating. Our batb
water was black-greenish after use that day, a certain sign
of much DOR having been soaked from our bodies.
The Ea seemed very active lately. The strongest draw
effeets were fon from the southern one. I could not rid
myself of the ides that, if there were any spaeemen around
or if these yellow and red luminating balis represented
some kind of machines directed energetically hen-, afar,
whoever directed them must have been maffly minded.
That same day my (3M counter failed completely by fading
and jamniing when the Orur joined the leaci container.
1 did not understand why, except that the activity must
have been very high, too high for the deviee to take.

All biological motion, inner as well as locomotion, appeared now to be the reaction of OR to restriction of its
free motility; it ehanged from the foglike to the pointed
existente. The luminating points (ase "Oranur Experiment, First Report," p. 195 and Fig. 8, p. 42 above) are
mechanieal discharges and thus constitute the source of a
motor force. The action of the OR motor belongs here : An
even sequente of impulses, registered on the (3M counter,
at a rate of at least 3,000 per minute, seta a motor into motion (see "Orgone Energy Bulletin," 1948). Also, a leg
gone "asleep," wakes up again with sensations of ante
crawling or fine needles pushing toward the skin surfaee.
Good theory formation began to pay off. The assumption
was fruitful in that it permitted further development to
take plane :n the Arizona desert. It deserves further special, careful study.
The northwestern yellow Ea, the same which had faded
out npon direct orurization, did not reappear in the aky
after the "battle" of October 10th. There was only a red
Ea bali hanging low, 5-10 degrees np, 111 the western sky
on the northern shoulder of Raid Mountain. However, the
DOR emergency continued to be critie,a1 at Orgonon. My

Only a few days were left for us at Orgonon. Moise
and my son Peter left Orgonon for Tucson, Arizona, two
days after the "battle," on October 12, 8:15 a.m. My own
departure was scheduled for October 19th.

Summary of Available Data, October, 1954
This was the state of knowledge available to the expedition :

(1) Increasing the energy potestial is the atmosphere
by way of ORUR was now available in addition to tbe old
technique of loweriny the potential at. will by way of drawing off euergy with the Cloudhuster.
1

(2) "Decrease" and "Increase" of potential eould be
interpreted in terms of fnnctional physics simply as a
ehange in the form of the atmospheric energy from the
fogiike (unexcited, low) to the pointed (exeited, high) state

1(
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of existence and vice versa. Only the "pointed" state of
OR registers ou tbe GM counter.

El

(3) There was little doubt left: One could now reach
far isto space with ORUR : the range was limitless theoretically, since the OR energy ocean is endless and most
sensitive to stimuli as demonstrated by the processes of
dawn, dusk, and our actual operations over vast stretches
of space.
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(4) The change from the "eloudy" to the "pointed"
state of existence, or aetivation of OR. was now possible .by
simply inipeding its freedom of — lazy" motion or by direct irritation such as friction, sparking secondary cai]
systems, nuclear material, heat, etc.
(5) At that date, due perhaps to the increased DOR
Emergency, we felt that there could be no doubt left as to
the purposefnlness of the activities of Ea: Energy was
being withdrawn from our planet, with the consequentes
known now, 1956, far and wide as "DOR-Emergency";
decay of vegetation, tbe erranbiing of granite rock, a feverish atmosphere. OR energy laws, mostly unknown to us
earthmen, were used techuically in the Ea operations. We
earthmen had only just hegun to make contact with these
technological matters. We had, in addition to ali this, to
fight against the malignant activities at our backs of frustrated, dorized, neurotic individuais of our own kind. These
were nninistakahly represented nt that time by the irresponsible activities, the conspiraey of corrupt, ignorant
offieials, the Higs in the FDA. "Orgone Erergy does not
exist," they said to the Judge, while the planet was being
attacked with the use of this very same Cosmic Energy.
It is little consolatiou _haat no one will remember these
Higs ouly a few years hence.
(6) Ali of ns who partook in this emergency felt "The
war of the Universe was on," with Orgonon against its
intention or design playing the role of a "Planetary Valley
Forge," as it were.
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CHAPTER III

CONTACT WITH THE U. S. AIR FORCE
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Introduction
shall now introduce certain activities of the U. S.
Air Force as far as they were connected with Ea on the
oue hand and our OROP Desert Ea work on the other
hand.
The U. S. Air Force is the natural organization in the
western world responsible for the interplanetary developments to come. Although all other military services are
involved like every single living being ou this globe, the
Air Force earries a special responsibility. It operates in
the atmosphere and watches the frontier upward toward
onter space. It is also the organization which had already
some warlike contacta with visitara from outer space.
(See the AAF-ATIC report by Ruppelt, 1956.) It rnaintains a most elaborate system of study of the Ea problem.
It is therefore oniy natural that the Air Force became interested in my work with primordial eosmic energy. This
contact was most crucial in the development of the desert
work. I shall reveal as rnuch as is necessary for the responsible planetary citizen to know about the planetary
emergency. Not ali can be revealed, of course. The problem is grave, new, devoid ef any historical preeedent,
loaded with responsibility in addition to grave, unsolved
problema of natural seience. Only a ciank or freedompeddler will complain if some matters are kept secret for
some time to come.
First Contact with the USAF
On Jannary 28th, 1954 I happened accidentally to observe two bright yellow-orange lights moving in front of
a mountain range downward toward a lake some two rufies
north of my "lower pouse" at Orgonon in Maine. This observation was reported to the Air Force:
[ 48 ]
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Flight 3-0, 46020 AISS
Preeque Tele AFB, Maine
10 March 1954

F3G

FL1GHT 3.-G, 4602D AISS
PRESQUE ISLE AFB, MAIHE

Dr.

Wilhelm Reich
Orgone Inatituto
Rangeley, Maine

I'3G

Dear Sir:

Dr. Wilhelm Reich
Orgone inetitute
Rangeley, Fine

In reference to your letter of 29 January 1954 to Major John Dunnine, Dow Air Poroe Baco, pertaining to the unidentifled sightinge
neseed by youraelf and Mine 011endorff, subject officer notified this
organization to taxe wtetever action neceemary, einem thie unit is intcreeted in inveetigating unidentified aerlel phenomene which have been
ohserved and reported.

16 Merch 195.

Cear Sie:
In reference to telephone conversation between Mies viso 011endorff

Our headquartere in Golorado SwIngs, Colorado, use notified imsediately and informed of the situation. Thie untt idas then inetructed
fori.ard to yen the USA.? Technical Information Sheet, lora A, (reference incloeure), so that your obaervetione could be fully and accuretely reoorded. Tnie queetionaire ia self-explanntory, and no difficulty should be encountered in anawering questione and making deecriptione.

Information Sheet is inclosed for your actJon.

It ia requeated that thie form be returnod to this unit to soon
aa poseib/e atter caspletion. The queationaire 1411 then be forwarded
to hiber headquartore for thorougb sealnetion.

1 Uai
USA, Tech Info Sheet

Thanking you for any and all oonelderation extended, I remain,

1 Incloeure
USAF Tech Info Sheet
(Fora AO

J. FHEBFRT

let Lt., USLF
Last OIC, Flt 3-0

and lat Lt. Andrew Matyaa on 16 March 1954, a copy of the USA? Technical

kl
//, ke.4144.45)
A EW MATYAS
let Lt, USA?
OIC, Fit. 3-0

...-.1,_`,4144~4meetepeenierp~pir,
1
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ket~boof

19, It. ~me Matpae, 030.. rit. 3-*
460t D A398
Mi Nem Dam
~Ia

U. 3 A3R FORCE TECHNICAL INFORMAT3ON SHEET

14.13.
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On March 17th, 1954, two days before the order of
Injunetion was issned in Portland, Maine, a letter was
written to the nearest Air Force base:

lalbh 1954

The same day I forwarded to the AAF a "Survey ou
Ea" Arehive No. AA 11277. The equations oontained in
this report had been worked out a decade before around
1944. The equations had freed the problem of gravitation
from g, the symbol uf wass attraction. The gravitational
fnnction had been redueed to wave length, À, and frequeney
of oseillation, s, or, its reciprocai value, the period per
oseillation, t.
Also, a niassfree equation for swinging energy had resulted from orgonornetrie calculations.
These equations were now transmitted to the Air Force
Intelligenee of the U. S. A. in full cognizance of their impact upon the future of the planet. To "sell" thern would
have appeared like asking a top surgeon's fee of a man
fatally injured in au automobile accident.
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(The handwritten portion above reads as follows:
"Note, April 1956: Latoly, serious considerations forced
the ides upon me that W.W.,* the man who suddenly disappeared in 1949, may have been somehow connected with
actual spaceships. He was intereepted by the ABC. See
protoeol of telephone conversation, No. 105, 'Conspiracy,'
8/16/1949.")
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(The handwritten porfion above reads as follows:
"These numbers are part of the transmutation of classical
to orgonometrio astrophysical calculations. Since rotation
and movement in space of the sus are sitnultaneous, the
Copernican `cireles' and the Keplerian 'Ellipses' become invalid, while the numerical valses remain. The
classical functions are transformed orgonometrically into
periodic functions snch as of penduhuns, which swing and
move in space simultaneously: `Cosraic Pendulura.' The
classical numbers corroborate this unavoidable transmutation numerically. The functional equations serve this
purpose. They are not fully calculated yet, but the "basio
work has been done beginning 1939-1940, when the atmospheric Orgone Energy was discovered.")

Washington. On October 15, he phoned through the basic
points of the meeting. The chief officer had excused himself, though he had granted the appointment previously.
He was represented by the Deputy Cornmander, Colonel
Wertenhaker, of the U. S. Air Force. The Air Force from
then onward was coded in our recorda as Eaa to match the
Ea dcsignating the unknown Elying objects (UFO).

First Direct Coutact with the Air Force Technical
Intelligence Center (ATIC) in Dayton, Ohio
One of our operators, William Moise, had the order to
go through Dayton, Ohio, to make contact there with the
chief officer of the Air Force Technical Intelligence Center
(ATIC) and Z-o report our operations of October 10, 1954,
which resulted in the fading ont of "atara" in the aky.
He was also advised to give all the information necessary
to the understanding of the event.
He phoned on October 11, 5:00 p.m., for an appointment
on Thursday, October 14th, late afternoon. He reported
to me on October 14, 8-9 p.m., from Dayton, Ohio, that
General Watson was not available and had cancelled the
appointment. I gave him the directive on October 15, 8:00
a.m. by phone to Dayton to use his own judgment in handling the garbled affair. He told me that a Major iIill
had left a message for him in his hotel. Later the same
day, Moise reported by wire that a "good discnssion" had
taken place with the Deputy Commander of ATIC on the
Ea event, on Orur, on the problem of transportation of
Orur to Arizona, The latter problem was delegated to

The report on that meeting follows:
Report to WR
of conferem*: at. Air Force Technical Intelligence Center
(ATIC), Wright-Patterson Air Force Base (AFB),
Dayton, Ohio, concerning Ea, Oranur Radiuni (ORUR),
and Equations.
10/11/54

Communication of the Orgone Instituto
with AM.

16:30 (about) Rangeley, Maine, time:
Long distance telephone conversation between reporting operator and General Watson, Commander, ATIC,
Wright-Patterson AFB, Dayton, Ohio.
Wilhelm Reich, M. D., Director of the Orgone Institute,
wishes to report to you personally, the following oecurrence: Two UFO's„ which the Orgone Institute refers to
as Ea, were disabled last night, October 10, 1954, by
Wilhelm Reich.
This is such a crucial and decisive matter that it
must be reported wholly and in detail to you personally.
Wilhelm Reich requesta an appointment with you to report this orally and in detail. We are traveling to the
southwest on an experimental expedition into the desert
there and, as a representativa of Wilhelm Reich, request
an appointment with you for this coming Friday, October
15th.

1
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General Watson replied that he could not arrange to
see me upon Friday since a group from CIA in Washington was coming Friday. However, he could arrange to see
me ou Thursday. When I replied that this would be satisfactory, but that since I would be driving I may not arrive
tila late in the afternoon, General Watson answered that
this mede no difference, that if necessary ice could continue
the conference af ter supper, until late in the ea
General Watson asked me only one question, and that
was how did Wilheltn Releia know that the UFO's were disabled/ 1 did not auswer this satisfactorily. I failed to tell
him that they went out. I said only that the manner of
their behavior and movement clearly indicated they were
disabled.
further added that Wilhelm Reich also wished to
discuss two other questions at the meeting; one concerning
a problem of transportation of 01113R, and one concerning the depositing of scientifie material with the Air
Force.
The arrangements were that I would have an appointment with General Watson for Thursday afternoon, October 14th. I would telegraph on Wednesday to General
Watson's office, giving my time of arrivai in Dayton.
Upon arriving in Dayton, I would telephone his office to
find out the time of the appointment.
10/13/54 — Telegram sent to General Watson, ATTC,
Wright-Patterson MPB, Dayton, Ohio, by
William Moise from Chambersburg, Pa.:
"Arriving Dayton tomorrow Oct. 14th. Request
appointment for 4 pm. Will contact your office
on arrive] for eonfirmation."
Orgone Instituto, by William Moise
10/14/54 — Telephone call from Dayton to General
Watson's office by William Moise for
Orgone Institute, 14:30 hrs.:
4 pm. appointment with General Watson con
firmed.

4:00 p.na.-Conference
I was met at ATTC Headquarters hy Dr. W. H. Byers,
physicist with the Air Force ATTC. Dr. Byers informed
me that the previons communications from the Orgone
Institute, correspondente, publications, etc., had been directed to him by ATIC, that he was familiar with the work
being done by the Orgone Institute.
Dr. Byers then escorted me to a conferente room and
introduced me to Captain D. M. Hill, USAF, and Mr.
Harry Haberer, civilian, working with the Air Force in
regard to the history of UPO's. Dr. Byers then said that
General Watson had asked him to extend the General's
apologies to me for being nnable to meet with me, that
unexpected important btudness prevented him from being
at the conferente • • '. This news took me hy surprise,
stunned me. I said nothing. I felt enraged, so said nothing and simply studied the men nresent. It was doar
that a report as crucial and as important as this report
conld not be presented in the presence of these gentlemen
alone. (Dr. Byers is a man with a flabby handshake and
eyes that don't look at you.) The Captain looked even
younger than I and looked very frightened. Mr. Haberer
appeared somewhat bored.
So I told Dr. Byers that my instructions were to preseut this report from the Orgone Instituto to General
Watson, that this had been requested by Wilhelm Reich,
that General Watson had conflrmed this request. We had
traveled a thousand miles from Maine to Dayton, because
we had been assured by General Watson of an appointment. I also said that in nay conversation ou Monday with
General Watson I had been told by him that if uecessary
the meeting with him could continue after supper late into
the evening. I asked them when I could meet with General Watson. Dr. Byers said he didn't know.
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I told them that the crucial nature and importante of
the report necessitated that it be presented ouly in the
presence of the highest authority. I left my phone number, said that if necessary I conld stay on 2 more days to
meet with the General and left.

(UFO's). Some nights there wonld bo 3 or 4 hanging in
the sky. They would make the atmosphere black. Dr.
Reich, working with the Codbuster, would mobilize the
atmospheric energy and make it blue again. This struggle had been going on for several weeks. At this point,
the Colonel interrupted me and asked me to describe this
blaekness. I replied that a bleakness wonld come into the
atmosphere, an absence of life, of sparkle, everything
looked and felt flat and dead. T added that we conld feel
the energy being drawn ont of us. The landacape looked
eolorless.

10/15/54:
Captaia Hill telephoned me and informed me that he
had spoken with General Watson. General Watson once
again apologized, said he would be unable to see me, but
asked if the Orgone lnatitute would present the report to
Colonel Wertenbaker, Deputy Commander/ I said yes
and an appointment was made for 09:30.
was met at Headquarters by Colonel Wertenbaker.
I had immediate contact with him. The contact continued
and increased througbout the conferente. The Colonel
told me that General Watson had arrived and taken over
command only two weeks ago and that until that time he,
Colonel Wertenbaker, had been acting commander.

4

Present at the conferente were Colonel Wertenbaker,
Dr. Byers, Capt. Hill and Mr. Haberer.
I first asked Colonel Wertenbaker if anything had come
up refece the telephone conversation with General Watson?
I was puzzled since in the conversation, General Watson
said that he would meet witb me even if it meant doing ao
after supper late in the evening. The Colonel replied that
nothing had come up. Since the Colonel's time waa short I
requested the other gentlemen to cave their questiona until
after the report, but asked the Colonel to interrupt whenever he had a question, AU the gentlemen but the Colonel
took notes.
My report is as follows:
The region of the northeastern U. S. A. and Orgonon
has been much bothered the last ?ew weeks by Ea's

I eontinued: A few weeks ago Dr. Reich dug up the
radiam which had been used in the Oranur experiment
and which had been buried since that time, a period of
about three peara. Dr. Reich wished to test this radiam,
and since has been using it in experimenta with the atmosphere, with rain-making, cloud dissipation, successfully.
While doing this, the idea carne to Dr. Reich to use it
in connection with the Clonanster and traiu it on a UFO.
He hesitated in doing this since there was a possibility
of them being American craft, but the situation became so
had, the blaelmess, that he finally decided to.
The following I read from Dr. Reich's protocol of

10/10/54:

07:00 — A hig red Ea on western horizon, very low.
Trained Clondbuster excited with Oranur
radiam on object for 1 minute. Wherenpon
the object first sank down, lost its field, faded
ont and returned as in distress. It changed
position, higher and to the south.
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Then later it disappeared altogether.
19 :30 — One yellow Ea, a big one, 30 degrees elevation in the northwest.
Oranur trained on this object for 2 minutes,
27 seconds.
19:53 — Object went out for 30 seconds, after pulsating, shrunk. Remained out for 2 minutes.
19:55 — Object carne back onee more at 19:55, appeared far away, fainter and smaller.
20:08 — All of them. one to the north, one to the
south, and one to the west, as if by "conotar:
command" seemed to remove theinselves,
fainter and smaller.
A bluish-white flare streaked atroas sky,
20:11
zenith to the northwest, lasted for 2 seconds.
Ea to north and south still there, having
climbed into sky, ayainst star movement. But
those in the west and northwest no longer
visible.
the happenings to
22:10 — Dr, Reich phoned through
a secretary in the town of Rangeley.

21:35

I then reported the May 12th drawing. That on May
12, 1954, between 19:40 to 20:40 after training of Cloudbuster in a certain way towards an Ea in the western sky,
the object faded out 4 times.
I continuetl, speaking directly to the Colonel, and said
the Orgone Institnte is engaged in a serious "Battle of the
Universe"; that these are critica! and crucial niatters. The
Orgone Institute does moi like to be put of, that the issues
can no longer be evaded by responsible authorities, that
the Orgone Institute cannot take the sole responsibility; it
must be shared. 1 said, that as they well knew, this discovery and the Orgone Institute are under attack by little
horse thieves, commercial hoodiums, psychopaths, all who
want to kill the discovery. Dr. Reich's skill and experiente
on the social scene, alone, lias prevented this from happening. But in the event that something should happen to
Dr. Reich, he has certain scientific material which he wants
the Air Force to secure, Titia material consiste of certain
space equations. I showed the Colonel the equations which
I had brought with me and continned : Dr. Reich feels
that althongh it is doubtful if much can be done with these
equations without him, nevertheless he feels the U. S. Air
Force is the only agency in the world today capable of
the responsibility of possessing these equations. I asked
if such a copy as I had with me eould be deposited, sealed,
with the Air Force to take caro of such a situation. Colonel
Wertenbaker answered immecliately that this could be
done and that the Air Force world respect the confidente
entrusted to it. He was extremely serious at this point.
then brought up the problem of the transportation of
the Oranur radium (ORUR). I explained that Wilhelm
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Reich was on the way to the southwest for experimental
researeh in the desert region there, that this toas a continuation, a very important part of this Battle of the Universe.
The Oranur radiam (ORUR) is an extremely vital toai
needed in this battle and needed in the southwest. The
problem, which to date we have been unable to solve, is
how to transport this radinm. The usual commereial tneans
of transportation eannot be tese(' sinee there is no protection against this Oranur radium ; on the eontrary, it is
safest when naked and reaets when shielded or near metal.
The only way that it can be trausported is to be towed 50
or 100 feet behind a plane. And the only organization
equipped to do the transporting is the U. 8. Air Force. So
the Orgone Institute requesta assistance from the Air Force
in transporting thin material to the southwestern United
States. Colonel Wertenbaker said that he did not have the
authority to make such a decision. The decision would
have to be mede in Washington and that he would forward
the request to Washington. fie asked how soou we wished
it transported. I said as soon as posaible but I requested
that The Orgone Institute get a deeisiou immediately
whether or not the Air Force could assist and that the
answer should be sent to Dr. Releb at Rangeley before the
coming Tnesday sinee Dr. Reich was planning to start
to the southwest on that day. I said that the details of how
and when could be worked out later. In discussing the
reaction of the Oranur redimi' when shielded I reported
the faet that an SU 5 survey meter gave counts of 80,000
and 100,000 CPM.
Colonel had to leave at titia point. He thanked the
Orgone Institute on behalf of the Air Force. The contact
with Colonel Wertenbaker was excellent throughout the
conferente. He was serious, intent and looked at me
while I talked. He was the only one who did. His excitement increased as the report progressed. I felt he was
suppreasing his excitement and it is my impression that he

did not wish to reveal this exeitement in the presence of
the Doctor of Physics.
Afiet the Colonel left, I stayed ou with the ether gentle.men to answer any questione. There were few questions.
Capt. Bill asked me to explain further the Oranur experiment. I simply told him that ATIC had a copy of it and that
reading it would be better. Dr. Byers asked me if there
abjecta were sighted at places other than the Rangeley
region. I told him that they were seen at Hancock, Maine,
bnt that we had no way of knowing about the rest of the
coun try.
The conferente was then adjourned at about 10:20.
I reeeived a telephone eall at about 12 :15 in my hotel.
A woman's voice said that abe was ealling from Wright
Field (this is a different field than Wright-Patterson) and
asked if I knew how they could reaeh Donald Keyhoe, that
there was a telegram from California for him; they knew
he was in this area but did not know where. The name
did not eliek with me and T asked her to repeat it and
then spell it. At that point, abe said, "the former Major
Keyhoe who wrote the book on UFOs. We knew you were
interested in UFOs, too, and thought you might know
where he is • • *." I told her I didn't know, Dever niet
him, there was no eonnection with hitt, • • • sorry I couldn't
help her.
/s/ William Moise
Operator, OROP Desert Ea
Arizona, 1954/1955
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roer in 1955 and also at Washington during the winter,
1955/1955. This interest of the AAF in our work had its
further good reasons.

Our request to the AAF for help in the transportation
of Orur was later denied from Washington, AAF Headquarters. I did not understand why. However, we managed ourselves to get °rur without mishap 3,000 miles
aeross the continent.
1 did not know at that time, to quote from the Rnppelt
report on UFOs (pago 285) that my work was, already
in 1952, considered "hot because it wasn't official and the
reason it wasn't ornejai was beeause it was so hot." How
rimeh hotter it had become with the Ea event on October
10, 1954 • •
We received no direct help from the Air Force, financial or otherwise, all through our period of Ea researeh,
trial, suffering and error.
The faetnal background of this meeting at ATIC on
October 15, 1954, is long and complicated:
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It comprised many common interests in atmospherie
and cosmic research. On Jnly fith, 1953, the first major
successful drought-breaking, rainmaking operation took
place at Ellsworth, Moine (CORE, 1954). We knew at
that time that our operation had been carefully followed
by the AAF. A plane flew dose by during the operation.
It rained neatly in Oranur fashion on the following night
ali through from the coast to Rangeley, after a dry spell
of about 6 weeks. Two days later on July 8th in the morriing, AAF planes appeared over Orgonon trailing what appeared to be researeh equipment behind them; it was wost
likely monitoring the baekground count of the atmosphere.
From then onward the planes were around wherever
Oranur researeh was being done, at Orgonon since July,
1953, on the way to Tucson in October, 1954, in the research region around Tucson base ali through the winter,
1954/1955, then again over Orgonon during the sum-

A se.cond link was given in perallel atmospherie researeh concerning the behavior of vapor trails emerging
from jet engines in a DOR atmosphere. Already in 1952
we had seen AAF planes, jets mostly, erisseross the sky
over Orgonon in various direetions, always leaving widely
visible jet vapor trails behind.
As time passed by, with careful observations of the
sky, we began to understand the eignifleance of the behavior of the jet vapor trails. We had never mede persons! contact with the AAF regarding this matter. But
the implications were obvions.
In the first Oranur Report, 1951, I had advanced a
hypothesis on the behavior of the atrnospherie energy.
Years of observation of various states of fog in the mountain arcas of Rangeley had shown a dose dependence of
fog and eloud forrnation on various states of O1 energy:
Clouds would not hold over Orgonon when DOR cloud,ç
were hovering ia the region. The elouds would dissipate,
split up and drift around Orgonon; they would gather
again on the other sido after having passed by the Observatory. As reported in 1954 in connection with drought,
no thunderstorms passed over Orgonon in 1952 and 1953
when the DOR effects were strongeat. This meant DOR
absorbed the moisture from the clouds; lhe clonds, after
having become fuzzy and thin, dissipated and fell apart. On
the other hand, where there was no DOR in strong concentra tion, where the sky was bright and blue, donde
formed and held easily. They grew by merger or apposition of newly formed dou&
Now, the same behavior could be seen with regard to
the jet vapor trails. The vapor emanating from the jets
would hold together for a long time and over miles of sky

when the sky was bright and biue, tvhen DOR was absent.
Ou the other hand, the vapor trails would he thin or would
not be visible at ali; they would not last tong, toma dissipate quickly when DOR tuas heavy. In very heavy DOR
regions the vapor trails would not form at ali; they would
reappear exactly where blue bright sky would surround
heavy DOR donde.
In this manner a most important, almost exact tool
of observation of DOR Zn the atmosphere had been found
by the Air Force. From then onward one was able at
will, at any altitude, in any region of the globe, at any
time of the day to determine whether DOR was .present
in the sky ar not; one could even judge the intensity of
DOR dotada by the degree in which the vapor trails would
fali to form or hold, by their thinness, length, etc. The
Air Force, so I had observed, had furthermore developed
varions patterns of jet vapor trails on one and the same
levei or on different leveis of the atmosphere, accortling
to the special research task.
For extunple, one wanted to know whether DOR was
heavier and more concentrated at higher rather than at
lower altitude, say more at 30,000 than at 20,000 feet. All
one had to do was to send up two jets, one to 30,000, the
other to 20,000 feet, to let them Sy vertically parallel to
each other, and the nature of the trails would tell by direct.
observation where the DOR concentrations were heavier.
This was at least the way I interpreted for my own use
with great success the various forms and patterns of the
jet trails; it was very helpful in further basic research or
in the clarification of pressing Ea problema. Whether
the Air Force had actually suai' problema in mind, I cannot ta.
The DOR doudo, on the other hand, were direct indications of the presence of Ea in the sky, seen or ungem.
DOR ciouds and high Glii counts have become the tico
moa reliable research tools in the Ea realtn.

I have rever spoken to any Air Force scientist about
these matters. According to my Log Book protocois, there
could be little donbt about the identity of the observations.
The Air Force may have developed a different theory;
it may have had a different pnrpose in mind in letting the
jets trail their vapora Whatever the case may have been,
these Eaa operations were crucial and became more important as the years passed by for my own Ea research.
I assume the AAF was not adhering to tbis technique
over the years without good reason either.
During the Tucson operations, when heavy DOR prevailed, the Air Force would at times lei hvo jets draw a
troas of vapor trails into the sky. At the point of crossing, so we learned by way of spaeegnn operations, an Ea
may have been hidden far up, pouring its DOR fumes into
our atmosphere. We wonld then draw from that spot
and ontrize the atmosphere toward that region of the sky;
the atmospherie situation improved within a few minutes
for human, animai and vegetation alike. These were great
moments iti an otherwise rather bectie, harassed existente.
To put forth another example: When the DOR removal operations in the Tucson region were finally successful, prairie grass began growing again; a line of green
demarcation, as it were, wonld spread from cair base outward, especially toward the nort.heast and northwest, beyond which DOR was still hanging heavy, black-gray, low
above the landscape, while bluer skies were on the inside
of the demareation line. A AF jets then wonld follow my
car or the truck with the cloudbuster and would test the
region for DOR, writing their telling trails into the sky.
At the borderline, their trails would more or lesa suddenly
thin ont if they How outward far enough toward the untouched DOR region. It was always a great joy as well
as gratification to see these jet trails reach from horizon to
horizon when good DOR removal work bad beca done,

•
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The silent, impersonal cooperation of the Air Force
had a gemei reason. On the Air Force rested the grave
responsibility to meet the Ea sooner or later, as the case
mar turn out, in a friendly or iu a war-like manner. Tbeir
jets were easily ont-distanced by the Ea; the pilots could
not keep contact with Ea at gunner's range; they failed
to nnderstand how Ea operated. Mechanistie science had
no answer. Here, the basically new, fruitful approach of
ORANUR recame evident. It provided a new viewpoint,
rich in facts regarding a motor-force nnknown heretofore
on earth. It also provided a new mathematieal, i.e., orgonometric approach in its functional equations (see OEB,
1949-1952, orgonometric equations).
The Air Force knew that a new kind of war was possibly irnpending. It Riso learned the hard way, going
through many heartbreaking experiences, that present-day
mechanistic science had no approaeh to the Ea problem.
Opinions of top administrators, military and civil alike,
were heard, to the effect that the interplanetary war may
already have begnn (a view the correctness of which I
personally am convineed) ; the pressure increased. Thus,
it was no wonder that OR researeh had gained serions attention In high rnilitary cireles according to the ATIC report. It did not matter then that no one had as yet stuck
his neck out in signing a positive opinion about Oranur.
1955 quite busy to destroy OrgonHigs • were in 1951
omy. They were equally busy not to let the UF0 problem reaeh a rational solution. UFOs and OR energy
"did not exist" for mechano-chemistic science.
I had already in 1948 and again in January and March
1954 sent information about the orgonometric aspects of
the Ea problem to the Academy of Sciences in Washington
and to the Air Force Technical Intelligenee in Dayton (see
pp. 49-78). The reader will understand why, as longas there
* Hoodlums in Government.
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are Iligs in hiding, ready to ateai and to destroy our freedom and existence, I must refrain from telling all I know
about the subject; why r must keep some matters secret
until the time will be ripe and the situation safe enough,
to tell the full story. I do this with regret. It is not my fault.
I hate secrecy. It goes against my trile nature. But I
cannot help adhering to it ander the circumstances. The
report on the orgonomic approaeh to the technology- of Ea
was sent to the ATIC in Dayton, Ohio, on âfarch 17th
through the Presque Isle Air Force base in Maine. It
formed the actual basie of the discussion our operafor had
with the ATIC on October 15, 1954, regarding our first
active contacts with the Ea.
The military interest in Ea was acate; however, it was
secondary in importam* to the natural scientific interest.
The latter was basically mathernatical, i.e. orgonometric.
However, mechanistic science had, apart from basic nrinciples of learning, little to offer regarding Ea mathematics.
Old principies had to be newly applied, new forma of
thought had to be constructed in arder to come to grips
with Ea, as new scaffolds have to be put up for a new type
of building.
It is only logical that my first serions contact with the
AAF should have been a mathematieal one. Later ou,
various branches of knowledge had to be integrated to keep
the contact alive in a fruitful manner: observation; psychological judgment on the scene of actual battle ; social
psychiatry in handling the well-organized, well-hidden,
pernicions ways of the Emotional Plague ; physics, hiology,
in addition to geology; farming and atmospheric medicine.
Too much it truly was. But our forefathers had to accomplish a similar feat in integration of knowledge on
their levei at their time in order to survive lesser social
crises.
I shall not bother the reader at this point with too
much orgonometry. But some facts must be brought forth
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at this point. It is necessary to show one single crucial
difference between mechanistic and fune.tional thinking: a
point which will illuminate drastically why Ea turned ont
to be outside the realrn of mechanistic physics as well as
mathernaties:
On September 4th, 1954, a seeretary who rested during
lunch on the porch of the lower house at Orgonon, exelaimed suddeniy: "A flying saucer, look, look!" I
turned my binoculars toward the sky. There were five
jets fiying in formation toward southeast ; they were trailed
two or three miles behind by a wobbling, skipping, silvery
disc which kept pau with the jet formation. Then, suddenly, the disc made a sharp turn and disappeared from
sight. It was the fixst time that I had seen a silvery (liso
in daytime. It was the wobbling, however, which attraeted my attention most. I called Prt que Isle Air
Force Base and told the officer on duty that their jets had
just been trailed by what appeared to have been a space-

observatory. The most striking feature of the observation
was the steady, slow movement, with the mountain as
background. The movement was akin to hovering with a
slow forward and downward motion.

ship.

I had had several direct and indirect contacte with
that Air Force Base previously. A few months beforc, on
March 17th, 1954, I had sent in a form filled out with an
extraordinary observation I had made between 22:00 and
22:15 hrs. on January 28, 1954, in the presence of another
person (see p. 55). Two luminating objecte were seen
from a northern window at the lower house at Orgonon
moving slowly from west to east toward a northern mountain range, the "Spotted Mountain." This observation
was reported to the AAF—on January 29th. The reason
for reporting this observation, while other, similar ones
were not reported, was a new fact: On January 28th, the
two objecte were traveliing in front of the n _untain, i. e.,
the lights were seen coming slowly down from the sky to
the left and passing to the right into a valley with the mountains as background behind them. Such lights had been
observed before, but always only in the free sky above the

My report to the ATIC was sent registered (P. O.
Eangeley, on March 19, 1954, No. 404). It cardes No.
11277 in my Log Book "Table of Events." I had no inkling of the fact that that very sane day Judge ClitIord in
Portland, Maine, had signed and issued the order of injunction which was unlawfully obtained by the Higs of
the atornic oil, food and drug business in the U. 5. A.:
"Orgone Energy does not exist." The injunction arrived
a few days later, on March 22. My report to ATIC contained, apart from the filled-out questionnaire ou the UFO
observation, a special paper with information on the argonometrie functions which, so I assumed, underlay the
movements of the Ea, titled "Survey on
My Log
Book tells me that on March 19th, 1954, the functional identity of Ea niotion and e,„., the cosmic primordial energy
motion, was olear to me. An entry 11278 on March 20th
registers a discovery on "negative gravity."
shall try to avoid at this point the complieated inner
mathematical meaning of this. However, it is necessary
to give a survey on the problem.

The “switte,
The "Swing" can be easily visualized as the line described in space by a point on the rim of a wheel rotating
forward. In relation to the ground, this point on the rim
thongh rotating with even speed in itself, describes a movement of alternating acceleration and deceleration. In other
words, its motion expands and contracts alternatingly. On
the forward turn the point moves faster. On the backward turn it moves slower. The ratio of speed change depende, of course, on the basic speed of rotation: The
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faster the rotation, the shorter the contraction with respeet
to the forward motion.

Alternating expansion and contraction of forward motion may also be easily observed in the movement of
ing pendulums -ander the condition that the point of suspension móves onward in space, while the pendulum body
swings:

A spinning top shows the same basic funetion of speed
contraction and expansion. The top will move in a more
or lesa curvai line at high speed. The line of motion forward will be more even the greater the speed.

Pendulum motion

contraction -4- expansion

At a lower speed of rotation, the pio. on whieh the top
rotates will elearly describe a spinning wave, a KRW
(Kreiselwelle) and swings with alternating acceleration and
deceleration thus ; the amber of arrows indicate the aeceleration and deceleration:
C

afe§ fh1/ 4cie
Fig. 12

At the lowest possible speed of rotation the body of the
top will wobble, while the Spin will describe short, tight,
loops somewhat like this:

IV

KR ,/ ---r,i4 '"**/ "'" g

Fig. 13. no rorward-movinii iswinging ponche!~
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Ea seems to move in straight fines at high epeed; it
seems to wobble at iower speeds, like a stone skipping on
waves. Whether it wobbles like a top when hovering has
not been reported in the literature, as far as I know. But
its movement is basieally 1~g.

periodio time, T = st = 1, determine speed and wave form:
W = X • s. Matter, .n, is not contained in
the equation.
Nove, this is exactly the case in the formulation of the
Swing,
The orgonometrie equatior. fer the awing,
ene, reads:

It may suffiee at present to disertas briefly two different
approaches to the swing: mathematically in terms of known
mathematical thought, and functionally in termo of orgonometry.
Meehanism freezes the motion in a coordinate system
of reference; it analyzes the frozen motion with respect
to the chosen framework, the x and y axes. Functionalisna,
on the otber hand, attempts to deecribe the motion as it is,
in order to grasp its lawfulness without freeeing it. 11
assames that there is no special force to move the object.
Motion, in terms of OR physics is a basie quality of the
OR energy ocean itself. There is nothing that "makes"
the eosmic energy ocean move. It moves "a priori," as it
were. It makes matter move, just as water waves cause a
bali to roll forward on the cresta and troughs. The roliing balis always move siower than the wave itself, which
"pushes" the bali onward. By the way, the bali rolling
slowly forward in the direetion of the waves whieh earry
it on, also deseribes an integrated path of contracting and
expanding speed; the bali neither swings straight up and
down, nor does it move in a linear fasbion forward. Linear
movement forward (speed c = 1 • t-' + 1 • a) is funetionally integrated with up and down swings, s. The waves
which carry the bali forward funetion according to the
elassical massfree wave equation W = X • s. The water
itself does not move forward, except where it rolls. The
waves do move on; that is, energy, not mass, moves on.
Matter does not appear in any of these classical equations. Only wave iength (X) and frequency (a) of °Boitiations or its reciprocai, the period of time, t-4 = s, if

xlis2

The Energy of the Swing, n, shows the following eharaeteristies
1. The Wave function,W , is funetionally identical with
the Pulse funetion, p. It cannot be otherwise, as
the illustration demonstrates:

73/9E

Ívisin5.0

or

ffi
Fig.
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W p, or X • a +1 • e. Therefore the total energy effeet,
1 is:
sinee 1 + X, and t--1 s per T
p • W Xe • Xs X8s2 + lst --2 + PS2 +
2. The Energy of the Swing shows a form
a. Typical of the harmonia law of Kepler,
dat-2
b. Akin to the Planek equation, E L---- 11 • v :
+ nat-2 • + nitri • It-4 +p • e+p • W
Xs)
(lince e = 1t-1 W
The total funetional coordination yields the following apparently lawful orgonometrie form for e/r with respeet
to Kepler's maeroaosmie and Planck's quantum law

Z4

/60

/e ir it

19

Fig. 15. Basic Forres "Eteetrocardiorratte" is reseit of chato',
ia angular velocity of the Series.

3. The Swing, with T = 16, the total periodie time
being divided in 16 parts, and the angular velocity
h.
per T/16 measured yields an interesting grap
rerainds one with its chape of the Electrocardio
It
grani, the EK.G, with its P, Q, R, S, and T points.
Thus, once more, the bife Energy, that rules the
heart funetion, demonstrates its origin in the
Cosmie Energy Ocean:

The following manuseript (1945) ou the Orponomic
Pendulum Lato was transmitted to the CIA in April, 1956,
shortly before the trial in Portland, May 5-7, 1956, following my unlawful arrest in Washington on May 1, 1956
(see "Battle for Truthful Procedure," in Reply Brief for
WR vs. U. S. A.). This pendulum law opens the way to
gravitational equations without g.
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The Trip from Rangeley, Maine, to Tucson, Arizona,
October 18 to October 29, 1954— 3216 Mil.:

Oygonon, âuguit 12# 1917
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DOR CLOUDS OVER THE U. S. A.

/7/

(The handwritten portion above reads as follows "According to several inquiries it has been ascertained that
the handwriting on the preceding pages in the mathematical equations is Mr. Myron Sharaf's of Boston (Brookad
line) who had helped William 'Washington translating n
in t:‘,,ping the manuseript on the pendi:11nm Experiment.")

(First reporied in CORE, vol. VII, Nos.

1-2, M(Ird, 1955)

1 departed from the clear bio-energetic atmospbere at
Orgonon with some misgivings, wondering what reaetions
to the energy atmosphere elsewhere to expect iu the organismo of workers who had been exposed to the varions
phases of Oranur for years. Orgonon had become a kind
of oasis. Only the day before departure, I had noted the
unusnal springlike onality of the atmosphere at the end of
October: The huds were swelling on the birch branches,
and strawberry blossoms were blooming at the steps of the
Orgone Energy Observatory.
In the Cloudbuster, and other material, we carried tools
to modify new environments, to clean out DOR and bring
in fresh energy from the infinito Orgone ocean wherever
we went. But one eould not be 100 percent sure that funetions, which applied on the East Coast, also apply to tl.e
Western Deserte.
I gathered valuable data drivinq through rather than
flying over the continent, confirming many aspects of the
theory of desert development which had resulted over the
past three years from the work done in the laboratory coneerning Oranur (pre-atomic) Chemistry, Melanor and
Orite.
The observation of DOR in the atmosphere, and its
effects on living things, vegetation and population, took
up fall attention for the entire distance of the trip. Within
the general DOR iayer covering the land there appeared
tones worse or better, and a few isolated areas actually
were DOR-free at the time of our passage, but generally
DOR was foand everywhere.
[ 111 1

1.12
Over towns and cities it hung as a blackish, low smokeylooking puil. Whcrc large cities were elosely spaced, one
could drive for hours without meeting zonas of olear energy
in between. Arriving from a relatively fresh region, I mimmarized this fact as the result of "Large cities + chemical
offal + decaying natnre + Ea + DORized health oficiais
• • •." It was a fact that was easily available by DORremoval engineering operations applied to the "amog"
problera of big cities (see report on OROP INFANT, this
issue). Neglect by public servanta of such basic means
for tackling public health problema of millions in a constant DOR emergency was no longer possible. One had
to differentiate between their blocIdng of new insights by
doubt (Tatiana° and by neurotic mechanisms (irrational).
It was about 196 miles from Rangeley, Maine, that we
firet definitely entered a sharply delineated zone of DOR
(a zone extending about 50 miles north of Boston, Mass.).
From Boston onward, except for a few exceptions, the
landscape represented well-known signs of clearcut DOR
DESERTS: Brown-black, disintegrating, erumbling rocks,
trees dried, branches bent to the ground like rubher hoses,
foliage lacking autumn coloration and turned brown, leaves
crumbling to brown powder in one's hand, CPM (on the
Oeiger Counter) of au erratie natnre (anywhere from 50
to 200), square, fnzzy, gray-blackisb drought clouds overhead.
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Some examples from the notes 1 dictated will show how
similar the general '—',rees;ona svere:
"Hartford, Conn. (9 AM, 10/20/1954) : DOR -1-4-+-4-;
Air gray; Trees very bad, decaying; Bitter taste; Ciou& in
irregular banda • • • algo mettled."

hot and dry again when we erossed irito New Jersey around
noon.

"Milford, Conn.; Rocks DOReattacked ' • e."
"Near Baltimore, Marylaud (10/21/1954) : Trees clearly
bent, broken, disintegrated. No autumn
drought
eoloration, 'caves turra brown ' e."
"Warrentown, Va. (10/23/1954)7 Blaekness, siidden
sharp DOR zone, region desole.te, eartb parehed, branehes
without leaves, withered, bent, droopy—total impreasion:
dyino countryside •
The deatruction of trees was general throughout the
East. In New England trees were snapped off along their
lower trunks. The cross sections of the splintered trunks
appeared bone elry„ brittle, no sap was present. My notebook comment was: "The Weather Bnreau attribntes the
DOR destruetion of the Maine woods to a hurricane which
wasn't there (Edna)." For the eracking of the stems was
basically due to their weakened condition, the resalt of the
drying oui of the livin.g treee hy DOR, which had preeeded
Harricane Edna by two years.

PI

4.

About 50 miles from the beart of 'New York City
(10/20/1954 at 9:30 AM) near Westport, Conn., for the
first time a distinct change was noted: The atmoephere
agaínst distant hills now appeared bluegray, a wind atasse,
the trees moved, the clouds rounded and thiekened, lost
their squareness, and no DOR was felt. I concluded and
later was atile to confina this impression that "someone
was drawing." A short time before, Dr. Michael Silvert
had condncted a brief DOR-removal operation from a sita
at the East River, New York City. This operation freshened the atmosphere for a few honra only, since it became

It was in New Jersey that we first encauntered the
devastating effeete which the prolonged drought had caused.
The ground had become parched; trees drought-stricken.
Frequent lacro "g"IIOSt trees" ;viloso brittle branchee had
broken off near the trnnk, leaving a few naked stumps
reaching out, very typical of dustbowl lands. The total
impression to one eoming from Maine which had been kept
artificially green was that: "Desert Development ie far
along, near cornpletion." We drove through a sandy,
brownish-gray, dead-feeling landacape under a gray sky,
depressed, but not disheartened,
Baltimore, Maryland, with its endless rows of identieal
brick houses, impressed us as especially oppressive. Driving in the car for several hours became sickening and irritating. It was after this a most dramatic change to pass
into a zone of fresh, doar, blue energy, green foliage, cool
breezes and fragr , nt aludis approaching Washington,
D. C. The clearneas persisted throughout two days which
I spent in the capital absorbing its meaningful design.
Once more the impression was "someone is cloudbusting
(deD0Rizing) lacre." An active change seemed to have
taken place since OROP INFANT (June 1954) had first
been carried out to demonstrate that relief from hot humid
weather is possible. One could only conjecture that this
pure atmosphere signified good news for Expedition Orop
Desert Ea.
Washington was an "Oasis"; this became especiaily
olear when we proceeded through Virginia towards the
southwest. Twenty miles beyond the city the signa of
desert development again appeared in fali force: Signs
of chronic drought appeared in the overgrazed pastures
through which the underlyinii; red Toam and red clay
showed; the low levei of the streams in their beds, the
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parehed, stunted look of com stalks whieh had failed to
deveio') flilly ; again, the trees bent and drooping. In
Sperryville, Pa., I epoke to people in whose faces despair
and listlessnese reflected the desperate state of affaira iu
their environment. They knew about the severity of their
situation: "Meadows and fielde are burnt up, wells gone
dry • • • people are sick, slowed down, dying • ' •."

I)

Approaching the eastern side of the Bine Ridge Mottntains we noted that fields on the flanks of the hilis were
greener than those below in the valley. From the mountainridge at the "Skyline Drive" we saw for the first time the
"Desert Armor," in confirmation of the orgonomic desert
theory. It was fresher on the ridge than in the valleys
below. On the ridge, vegetation and trees looked sparkling,
healthier, greener than down in the valley, similar to what
is true of forested monntain-cresta in deserte Below the
ridge, one could soe tbe DOR-layer ali forrned, covering
the earth to the distant horizon like a blanket, with a
sharply delineated npper erige; beneath it the detens of
distant viemos were hidden in an opaque veil, as it were.
The tops of distant monntain-ridges were seen to project
elearly above the DOR shell, like islands above the ocean.
This seemed to tell why foreste survived in the high ranges
(Sierras) while the lower vegetation, covered by the lowlying DOR blanket, died off, leaving only desert in the
valleys.

As the ridge road rose over peaks and dipped down
into passes, one could subjective/y feel the abrupt deseent
into the DOR leyer: as e sudden preserre ie. heed Or ehemtl
a eour bufe in tbe month. One eould also observe that while
the trees sparkled and atood erect above the DOR ceiling,
they drooped. were withered, and looked dark below it.
The change occurred within a few yards sotnetimes. Below
the DOR ceiling the roeks also showed more disintegration
than above. I thonght possibly a change in gravity fanetion was involved in the transition between zones, and
wondered whether some types of plane crashee might he
due to sueh sudden zonal changes. 1 observed a northeastward bending of tree trunks, with Melanor and moas
formation on the east side of trees.
As we descended finally into the Shenandoah Valley,
what had looked like a blackish blanket over the ground
now enveloped us from below as a blinding dry heat, with
the mountains disappearing into a gray haze behind us.
seemed that this layer contracted towards day's end,
seen most elearly evenings and mornings, while it expanded
dnring inidday, under the sim.)
We were getting closer to the real desert:
"Kingsport, Va. It is dry lawns parched ; a bright
light on everything; droughty; note that the pall is darkPst
over towns • • •."
"Rogersville, Tennessee Melanor reaction, rocks and
earth black; slowed down movement of people • • •."
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The dustbowl character of the 'and was doar 40 miles
east of Knoxville, Tenn. Here in Tennessee everytbing
was bina: The bnrnt up corrtstalks, the black telegraph
goles, the black roadside gravei, the black tree stumps.
The topsoil had become a dirty gray; black hnmus had
dried out, tnrned to "dust". All this desperate ares seemed
to need was DOR-removal, water, plus an end to the atomic
explosions (we were now 30 miles from Oak Ridge, Tenn.).
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The pateby sandy arcas of a beginning dasthowl were
like islands ai coraplete dE.',Gert in s dying, but still divo
landseape. Here there was no sparkle in spite of sunshine
—a photoaph
taken in full daylight appears with the
r
typieal darkness of beavy DOR. The people appeared depressed, listiess, quiet, slow-moving beeause
Clonds over Knoxville, Tenn., were steel-gray, fuzzy—of
drought type. To onr surprise there was a rather DOR-free
whi h o the fir s me
zona to the west of OakfuRdgeu n foli e Red e ay bu
we saw sparkling, color l
with eontrasting green vegetado"' Fseemed typical of the
healthier seetions. Within these better iooking stretehes
there 110W appeared poekets of desert: where whole
stretehes of forest were made up of skeleton-iike ghost
trees, and yellow, hard, cracked elay ground, rarefied fields
and plantations, with only stubby, black, burnt erops remaining unharvested, Did the later completed desert
patches eorrespond to there DOR poekets, and later ()ases
to the reduced green arcas The land showed signs of overgrazing and erosion; the hillsides were gtellied and the
,. Driving through the hilly TO/131813See counereekbeds dry
try we noted repeatedly that the distribution of the DOR
pockets had a relationship to the topography with regard
to the west to east flow of OR energy: for each time the
west side of hills appeared (1) slightly fresher, (2) with
hiner haze, and (3) the vegetation greener and more alive
than on the east side of ridges.
West of Wiehita FRUS, Texas, the drought situation
again worsened, raerging impereeptibly with semi-arid
we
brushland and finally the deserte of New Mexico. with
HereDOR
ran into the beginning of a sharp DOR zona,
eeiling Suare, ateei gray drought elouds were now disVegetation Buffered, soda appeared eroded and
tinet. . q
baked. West of Seymour, Texas, we met the edge of the
expanding desert. A waitrees Btated, "There hes been
drought for thlee years ; the situation is desperate." The

1

transition to desert was marked by a blaelcish DOR layer
which extended Iow over the horizon in four to flve
etretehed, ent layers, the uppe=of.d. mcrging into a brightcr
but still hlaekish sky. The earth was sandy with (lune-1We
formationa. Whitish gravei covered everything. The DOR
eeiling waa located sharply towards W and SW, diminishing towards N, continuous towards S and disappearing in
the E, The ceiling originated from several DOR Iayers
whieh iay parallei over the plains. Desert eharaeteristies
increased as we proceeded westward. Red desert bilis and
terraces, mesas showing their tableshapes, with stratified
red sandetone and elay roeks, dotted the plains. The
highest layer@ were still gray, the granite erowning the
mesas giving them a "turret"-like appearance, whieh posed
a problem in itself.

7'.

--.dd e .1 e.t
Fig. 18

Futures disappeared as we neared the New Mexico
border at Bronco. Here a wide plain, covered with grayish
white sand, blown by strong winds, stretching to the vast
horizon completed the impression of "desert." Although
it was very hot as we neared Roswell, New Mexico, no OR
flow was visible on the road, which should have been "shimmering with ‘heatwaves'." Instead, DOR was well marked
to the west againat purplish, bina, barrei' mountains, in
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the sky as a blinding grayness, and over the horizon as a
or-r. The eAkiniz of forrnerly good soil was prograyjgh lt
y the caked soil prc
gressively characteristie and eventuall
consisted ouly of scatvailed over vegetation, which no w
ass disappeared.
tered low hushes, while gr
After the desert valley it was a reliet to eperid a night
at Ruidoso, New Mezieo in the Sierra Blanea Mountaine
(neer 7,000 feet). gere a strong, reactive, seeondary vegetation had sprung up, again more marked on the western
slopes.
Deseendiug rota the desert valiey of Alamogordo, New
Mexico, where the military White Sands Proving Grounds
are located, we saw the plain covered towards W, SW,
with a thick layer , several hundred feet high, of a
-N.
and
gray, dead, opaque masa of DOR. Overhead the sky was
hlue-black, with sorne droughty, thin, high donas. flue felt
a si,rongly salty teste. The white saud danes showed
a
Sande
gear Orite accumulation. Contei it he that Wh the most
wasire
was further attracting DOR? The DOR vell
remarkable we had yet seen, hanging thiek and opaque.
low over the landscape. The mountains edgingChia plain
looked jagged, barren, with deep ravines "as if eatend,
out."
but
Ahout 20 asiles beyond White Sands the air brightene
up
ting
R is ea
remarke"DaOhara-like,
without
DOR, still prevailed.
This spot was S
mountains, os it were."
any vegetation.

—
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CROSS SRCT1ON OF SAN ANDRIW MOUN"I'AINS: 1301
ON RAST SEDE; um/ DOR ON WFST SUM.
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We saw no sharply delin.eated DOR layer to the weet
of the San Andres mountains, In the pau the CPM ranged
from 150 to 200, steady. To the west lide the soil was
redder, and a new type of priekly desert vegetation with
yucea plante was seen.
sumrnarized the characteristie types of DESERT DOR
as follows:
1. Heavy opaque low layer several bundred feet high,
sharp
upper margin. Pense center attraeting lesa densa
no
periphery.
2. The DOR layer ceiling sharp towards outside, unsharp towards inner surfaee.
3. Purple-gray DOR in front of mountains.
4. Steel-blue DOR in front of mountains.
5. Gray dirty laia& diseoloration of mountains.
On 10/29/1954 we arrived in TEICS012, Arizona, which
was to be the base of our Desert Ea operations. We found
hera a land different from what we had previously known :
Hera were flat plaina, stretchod out between mountain
ridges, which rose ahruptly in a general north-south direction. Coutrary to expeetation, the coloring was not hrilliant, although the light had a blinding effeet; rather all
objecte appeared grayish-white. This gray tint was notieeable especially in the sparse vegetation which spotted the
gravelly plain. Life hera had reacted with a "secondary"
type vegetation to the presence of DOR : Here everything
one tounhed was sharp, prickly, spine-covered. We were
impressed by the bare gronnd, giving a general irnpression
of whiteness, hardness. The surface was baked, with largo
chimpe of stonelike crusta (caliche), found even on digging
to a depth of several feet. The plaina were traversed by
sharply ent out dry strearnhede, or "washes." These were
evidente that the few reine which occur are torrential brief
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downponrs; which, hitting the bard ground, simply run
off, eausing severe erosion of the bare ground. Later we
were told that matar had flowed in these riverbeds the gear
around as reeently as 50 years ago. No prairie grass was
to be seen anywhere.

Survey of Travel Route

The high evaporatinn rate due to the dehydrating effect
of the DOR blanket thus presente a menace to life. The
offioial relative humidity readings in Tucson when we
arrived range?' between 5-10% at noon. At the end of
January, 1955, the relative humidity was often between 60
and 90%. The DOR veil hung down as a gray-blaek blanket
in front of the mountain ranges. The npper edge was usually well delineated, with mountaintope typically protruding out off the DOR ceiling like islande. Jet vapor trails
either did not forni at all, or held only a very Md time.
Clouds were rare, thin, fuzzy, i.e., droughty.
M' •

Subjeetively, we experieneed the DOR atmosphere as
oppreseive, irritating ; we felt drying out; we could hardly
keep up by drinking fluida. Our mouthe beeame parebed,
our voices hoarse, our lipe cracked, our skins formed fine
white seales. The blinding heat seemed to draw juice and
life energy out of our bodies. It was 011 effort to walk a
few hundred yards.
Thus having seen and felt the desert, Expedition Orop
Desert Ea proeeeded to begin Cloudbuster operations, in
order to find out whether euch a elimate could be ehanged.

Day Date

From

1 10-18-1954 Orgonon
Rangeley,
Maine.

To

Mileb
Daily Total

Framingham Motor Court, 288 288
near Boston, Masa.

2 10-20-1954 Boston, Mass. Bo-Bet Motel,
ML Ephraim,
New Jersey.

288 576

3 10-21-1954 Mt. Ephraim,
New Jersey.

Clarendon Hotel Court,
Arlington,
Virginia.

148 724

4 10-23-1954

Arlington,
Virginia.

Lakeview Motel,
Roanoke, Virginia.

250 974

5 10-24-1954

Roanoke,
Virginia.

Mount Vernon Motel,
Knoxville, Tennessee.

288 1262

6 10-25-1954

Knoxville,
Tennessee.

Milan Plaza Motel,
Milan,
Tennessee.

320 1582

7 10-26-1954 Milan,
Tennessee.

Park Plaza Motel,
Texarkana,
Arkansas.

396 1978

8 10-27-1954 Texarkana,
Arkansas.

Siesta Motel,
Seymour,
Texas.

430 2408

9 10-28-1954 Seymour,
Texas,

Nob Hill Lodge,
Ruidoso,
New Mexico.

412 2820

Spanish Trail Motel,
Tucson,
Arizona.

396 3216

10 10-29-1954 Ruidoso,
New Mexico.

Ie
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Transportation of the Clondblaster and Laboratory
Equipment from Rangeley, Maine, to Tucson,
Arizona, October 7 to October 19, 1954
Compiled by: Robert A. MeCullough
The following account summarizes notes made during
the trip fron~~Rangeley, Maine, to Tucson, Arizona, in
which the WRF Ford truck, monnted with a 1953 model
Cioudbuster and luboratory equipment, was taken to the
S. Southwest desert ares for Expedition Orop Desert
Ea. The trip began on October 7th and terminated some
3,300 nines later on October 19th.

:

October 9, 1964:

1

From Sangerfield, New York, ta just north of Erie, Pa.
Heavy, thick overcast all day. All across upper New York
state the DOR was heavy—whole valleys were just saturated with it. However, the troes did not show overt contraction and dying. The Finger Lakes were uniformly
green in color.
October 10, 1954:

Rangeley to Hopkinton, New Hampshire. The weather
was elear, bright, sparkling end cold. There was no DOR.
Coneord, N. H., was free of DOR. Heavy frost at night22° in the morning,

From Erie, Pa., to just west of Mansfield, Ohio. The
weather varied from light showers to fairly heavy rains.
(It was ou this date when Chicago and northern Indiana
had severe raio and resulting floods.) The DOR was very
heavy. All the sities were "smoggy". In a conversation
with a Clevelander, he commented that Cleveland didn't
have winters any more—only smoggy drizzles " • • hardly
any snow • " • miserable winters.

October 8, 1964:

October 11, 1964:

Hopkinton, N. H., to Sangertield, New York. There was
a high thin overcast. From Keene, N. H., on the DOR was
very heavy. Every town was cloaked with it, every valley
was filled with it. At the height of land in Vermont, where
one can see Iam vistas of mountains, all the valleys were
filled with blaek DOR while the ridge tope were olear
and sparkling.

From Mansfleld, Ohio, to Pendleton, Indiana. The
weather was intersporsed with showers and cisar between
showers. The DOR was heavy, but twice following heavy
showers the OR blue would come in beautifully from the
west with a complete lack of DOR. Winds were strong
southerly.

October 7, 1954:

1
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First contact with ehlorine treated water since coming
to Orgonon in June, 1953. It wasn't wet—it left one's
skin dry. After a shower with it, one felt scaley—dehydrated. It was not refreshing at ali. It was as if the skin
couldn't or wouldn't absorb it.

A possible cloudbuster effect must be mentioned hera.
While the cloudbuster was pointing downward and rearward, and was in addition stoppered and covered, it was
noticed that clouds kept forming to the west of the truck.
They would form, build and then, when overhead and rearward, they would dissipate. This was observed over sevoral days and oecurred too persistently to be a coincidenee.
A conflrmatory observation was that this phenornenon was
absent at night and twice when I stopped for severa' hours
during the day.

r,`
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without raia. A strong north wind blew steadily all day.
Water in ponde was bine after and just to the west of the
showers. The DOR acometi to lie in banda. Driving west
one woold be in heavy DOR for some 20 miles and then
there would be a DOR-free band of 20 to 60 miles and then
DOR again. This was constant for the reat of the trip.

October 12, 1954:
From Pendleton, Indiana, to just east of Hannibal, Missouri. Showers all morning, but largely cleared in the
afternoon. The sky showed a lot of black DOR. Clear at
night. Cold.
Comment on trees: After leaving Vermont, the only
foliage change noted was a finely interspersed yellowing
all along the route. There was no area of general yellowing and there were no reds or other eolorings. It seemed
t'.-:.t some individual trees in every grouping were contraeting, leaving the yellow behind; but there was rio bending, contraction from the terminals, or general dying of
trees east of Kansas.
October 13, 1954:
From Hannibal, Missouri, to three miles east of
Kansas, and then on to Hiawatha, Kansas. It was olear
in the morning but soou N to 5 banda of clouds woulel
form to the west (olear to the east and west of the donde),
thicken and then dissipate overhead and rearward. The
DOR was heavy in the morning—especially on the horizons.
It was not too bati directly overhead. It seemed oppressed
to the ground and did not extend too far upward. Wind
was SW all day.
There was a very severe local thunderstonn in the
evening with A tchinson, Kansas, 20 miles to the south,
reporting 2.17 inches in one hour.
October 14, 1954:
From Hiawatha, Kansas, to just west of Atwood,
Kansas. A few donde in the morning early which cleared.
In the afternoon a north to south running line of nnpredieted isolated showers developed to the west, but the
winding of the road took ua through and between tilem

fo,
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Atwood, Kansa:3, was very DORish. We stopped at a
restaurant there for snpper. It had fluorescent lights.
Everything was dead in it: the waitresses looked and acted
dead, the service was horrible, tempera all around wore
short. I had bati a few "cold" symptoms the preceding
morning: running eyes and nose, ear noises, sore throat,
sneezing, etc. They had left after a few hours and had not
reappeared. However, they carne on again in that cafe
and in 10 minutes they were full blown. I got out. I felt
that if I had stayed in there 10 minutes longer I would have
come down with double pneumonia. Our two year oid boy
had to get out abo. He was all right outside. My wife
reaeted ia strong shrinking. Another family nearby with
two boys--aged about 10 and 12—ordered supper. The
younger one wasn't hungry and the older one vomited his
up. The father commented that he bati never done that
before. My "cold" symptoms left during the night.
October 15, 1954:
From Atwood, Kansas, to Kit Carson, Colorado. Olear,
no clouds. The DOR lay in banda with areas of olear,
sparkling blue sky in between. Vapor trails dissipated
quiekly in the DOR areas. From conversations all across
the country, Saturday, October 2nd, seemed to be a day of
general raia all over the U. S. It had rained and hailed
11/2 inches at Cope, Colorado, and a heavy raia at Lamar.
Also in New Mexico. The railroad town of Hugo, Colorado,
seemed to be the one worst infeated with DOR. It was
pntrid there.
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The eroplands showed desert development. There were
com fields where only half the erop had germieated and
only half of that had reached a height of 8 to 12 inches.
Milo and other sorgbums have replaced wheat to a great
extent. Very little wheat was seen in areas which formerly
were solid wheat.

tortion of distant hills was terrific. As viewed through
10x glasees, the entire top of the hW would appear to be
severed from the base, flow to the SE, and hang there. 1
was strongly reminded of both ocean waves and tire. The
flow itself was W to E. It was a very moving sight.

October 16, 1954:
From Kit Carson, Colorado, to Tucumeari, New Mexico.
The weather was clear. What at first appeared to be vapor
trails kept forming to the west as I drove south. ,It was
finally determined that these were not vapor trails but
actual clouds—long, thin, ropey, white donde laying low
to the west. They kept forming there ali day. There was
a tenclency for some gathering in them. They would not
form until I was almost opposite the area in which they
did form. What apparently were two firee far to the south
and southeast were observed in the day. After about 5
hours the smoke had ali gathered into a big black elond—
iramobile—over the area. It looked like a rain cloud.
Lamar, Colorado, had been the center of the dust bowl
last spring. It was easy to aee why. Lamar lies at the
bottom of a long, deep depression in the plain. It is almost
1000 feet lower in altitude than towns 40 miles north and
south of it. This depression would easily lend itself to
stagnation. They had had some rabi since the dust bowl
and the sei! was somewhat covered, but the scars remained.
There were even sand dunes to the sontb of the town. In
taiking with residente ef the town, it was found that the
soil was very fertile—the only limiting factor being water.
"With 20-25 inches of raro here a gear we could grow
anything." Dying trees were very evident in Lamar. The
DOR increased from Eads south and was heaviest in
Lamar. It lessened as 1 climbed to the south of Lamar.
Early in the morning I observed, at Eads, that the OR
fiow was more intenso than I had ever seen it. The dis-

Milenar was observed on rocky onterops in western
Oklahoma. In this arca, also, Et' in the forra of caliche
and Otite was observed. Nowhere was Melanor espeeially
prorninent.
The soils ef the anilo fields in Texas north of Dalhart
were exarnined, and they were found to be very light colored and powdery. In fact they were just dust. I am
puzzled as to w!ly they have not Monne away entirely.
Right after I left Dalhart, Texas, I noticed that my neck
had swollen grosaly as well as did the parotid glande. They
remained thus until the following morning.
October 17',1954:
Drove from Tucumeari, New Mexico, to the White Sande
National Monument, New Mexico. The OR flow ali day was
west to east. Cear. Tucumeari was free of DOR outside
of the bui...latins. It was still free of DOR for 20 miles SW
until one mesa, ali alone, was observed to be enveloped in
DOR. All the other mesas were red. This one was black
as coal. As I drove further W and S the DOR increased
until at Durand it was complete DOR. It remained thus
until I carne to Carrizozo. This area is high upland desert
country covered with ceder (juniper) trees. This country
has been very hard hit by desert development. A very high
percentage of there trees are dead—have been for severa'
years—and others are dead on their topa or in large areas
of their sides. This is all red soil country. The land was
very dusty and dried out. Evidences of a recent raio were
seen, but the land had responded little.
* Et is a designation to be dealt with in a different context.
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The DOR dee rei rather sharply at Carrizozo. 1 visited
the Mal Pais lava beds at Carrizozo. The whole vailey here
is covered with sheets of black rock. Only the surface of
these rodo is black—deeper, under or insido it grades into
a brownish sandstone type of matter. The surfaces are
very pincel. 1 felt pressure in the area, but much lesa so
than expected after experientes with Melanor in Maine.
The black rocks themselves were much lese noxious than
expected.

Fourteen y can previously, 1 had traveled through thie
area and camped in it. It had been a lush verdant desert
Fia deserta go—tail Joshua, cholla, yucca, mesquite, creosote
buli and grasses. In traveling over it again ali this was
changed. There was justa plain on which grew a few
short tambleweeds and saltbrush—rarely reaching 12
inches high. Ali the vegetation was gone. Even the desert
is dyiug. Again there were signs of recent reina in mudboles and playa lakes—but the land had not responde d.
The iand was completety dried out—burned.

The area between Carrizozo and Alamorgordo was
DOR-free, and the distantes were filled with a beautiful
whitish-blue haze, OR blue. The DOR was concentrated
heavily around Alamogordo and Holoman Air Force Base.
It seemed to get even thicker there after dark. The town
itself—a boom-town type—was very desolate.
I camped that night iir the White Sands. There was no
DOR there then. The shadovri were blue. 1 felt no DOR—
only one short period where my pulse speeded up a lot.
However, there was sometbing very moving abont these
many acres of white se.ndlike matier. One very noticeable
behavior trait was noticed in myself as well as ali others.
This was the tendency to stand motionless for perhaps
honra ou the dene creets. One was just moved to do so. It
was very noticeable.
There was no overt evidente of any lasting renas from
the first A-bomb blast which took placa in this area.
October 18, 1954:
Drove from the White Sande area te 20 miles SE of
Tucson, Arizona. The weather was olear and warm to hot.
The DOR. lay heavy in all valleys—seemiugly heavier on
the west sides than on the east sides of the valleys. The
passes, monntain peaks and ridge topa were clear and free
of DOR. New Mexico had much more DOR than did
Arizona. The OR. fiow waa west to east and was quite
easily observed.

The pictut e changed from eastern Arizona westward.
The range looked rirach better. Reports of natives told of
good summer ruins here.
October 19, 1Q54
Drove into Tucson at 07:00 hrs. completing trip.
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CHOICE OF TUCSON, ARIZONA
Tucson, Arizona, was chosen as 11•° base for OROP
Desert Ea for the following ressona:
1. It was situated in the southwestern comer of
the U. S. A., only about 250-400 miles from the Pacific
Ocean, at the sonthwestern entrance of the Galactic
stream onto the eoutinent.
2. The Tucson region was open in three, directions Toward southwest (the Pacific Ocean), north
(Great Basin) and northeast (Great Plaina). Moisture
drawn from the Pacific toward the Tucson basin,
would move froely in all there directions. It was later
shown that moisture eould also be drawn from Mexico
to the south over the Santa Rita mountain range.
3. The region around Tuscon was reported as
eompletely barrem desert, i.e., with no prairie grau
and no other primary vegetation growing in it. It was
also reported as one of the hottest and oldeet desert
regions (25,000 years) of the U. S. A. It had not
rained there for tive years till 1954; the river boda had
all been dry for about 50 years, according to reporta
on the spot.
4. One of the members of the advisory board to
Pre- ;Alent Eisenhower establisbed in 1953, Mr.
Doug!as, lived in Tucson and was head of the Sonth
Arizona Bank and Truat Company. I had hoped to
meet him, siuce he had written requesting a personal
diseussion. For various accidental reasons, we nevem
met. His banking institntion helped along during the
entire expedition in a most friendly and cooperativo
faahion.
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The expedition was to prepare ita equipment during
September and to get under way sometime during October,
1954. During the summer a committee had been formed
whieh was in charge of the handling and organization of all
affaire of the Expedition. It eonsisted of the following men
and women:
The financial committee coneisted of Dr. Elsworth
Baker, Fair Haven, New Jersey; Dr. Miehael Silvert, New
York; and William Steig, Cream Ridgo, New Jersey. This
committee was responsibl© for keeping the funde coming
in at a rate of about 2000 dollars per month for running
expenses. Altogether, the WR Foundation had a reserve
of about 6000 dollars. In addition, I had designated personal royalties retained in Research Funde of two years,
1952 and 1953, 5400 dollars, to be spent for the purpose.
Orgonon as a home base had to be kept going on a
minimum levei. The Orur material was to be flown in from
Orgonon, Maine, to Tucson, Arizona, later.
Also, the instrumento and the archives at Orgonon had
to be guarded, especially against intrusion by the drng
agente who were at that time intent to break in to get information on our work for the ehemical-atomic industry
and their Bussian political associates in their battle againat
the discovery of the life energy. The caretaker of. Orgonon was in charge of this job. He was to keep in toueh
with Dr. Silvert in New York regarding the planned transport of the ORUR material. He had to guard this material
whieh had been so distributed and hidden that no one could
evor find it.
Baker and Steig were to colleet funda in the East.
Silvert was directed to establish a bookkeeping office for
the expedition treasury and to stand by for the transportation of Orur over the 3200 miles to Tucson.
McCullongh was ordered to go by trnck with the equipment as the first party. He was instructed to report back
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to Orgonon until 1 departed, then to switch reporting to
our social worker, Grelhe Hoff in Boston, who would relay
ali mcssages during my tÉansfer. Thie axtuusitiMuut
its valtie aá will bo shown inter. We ceald not prove ..qnything, but we all had the distinct inipression that we were
being watched hy both the U. S. Air Force and possibly
the Ea, to judge from cortam happenings during the crossing of the continent and especially only a few hours after
the arrival of the Orur material in Tucson on December
14, 1954.
McCnllough carried the following equipment ou his
truck:
taboratorll equipment:
1 SLT-5 Tracerlab G-M survey meter
1 Nuclear G-M meter
1 Fisher laboratory seale: 0.1 to 61.0 gms.
1 Stop watcb
1 Sextant in case
1 Galvanorneter, thermocouple, and 6 volt dry
battery
1 Sterilizer, 110 volte
2 Small tripads
1 Case of lab fecls—syringes, spatnlae, needie droppers, scissors, forceps, teasers, scrapers
1 Coplin jar with approximately 100 microacope
slides, assort.
2 Wax peneile-1 red, 1 blue
1 Bag of materiais (WR's; compasses, etc.)
1 Box assorted glassware—flasks, beakers, Bunsen
burner, glass-working tip, graduated cylinders,
Stendor dishes, separatory funnel, funnels, filter
paper, sitie-arar fiask, Bu(chner funnel, test tufes,
ampules, vials, aleoboI lamps, pipettes, untou
3 First aid kits
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Laboratory equipnient (eonlinued):
1 Bottle live neutral Ce
1 Bottle ot NaOH sticks
2 :rabie iights
1 Ice box
1 Telescope in case and tripod, 3.5 inch refractar
1 Right augle telescope
3 Wind nanes
1 Thermometer
1 Barometer
1 Relative huwidity meter and tables
2 Typewriters, portable
1 Seal—WRF
1 Case ot carpenter toais
2 Portable vadios
3 Sets of charts and anal»
2 CO2 tire extinguishers
1 Tent and sleeping bags
1 Set field cooking utensile
1 OR slaooter
1 OR funnel
1 OR blanket
1 Incinerator
1 Basket, lunch, wicker
1 Folding map table
1 Hair elipping unit
Photographie equipment
1 Leica 35 mm. camera
1 Sixtus light meter
1 Cine-Kodak Special movie camera
1 Telephoto lens
1 Bolsey 35 mm. carnera and flash attachment
1 Weston light meter
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Photographie equipment (continued):

'
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1 Tripod
1 35 mm. slide projectar
1 Folding screen for slide projector
1 case demonstration slides
1 Kodaseope 16 mm. projector
Microscopie equipment
1 Beichert Z-mieroscope
with 7x, 10x, 60x and 80x objectives
with 5x and 16x oculars
1 Microseope lamp and mount
1 Transformer
1 Monocular tubo
1 35 mm. Leica photographic adapter and two cables
3 Spare pointed-filament bulbs
1 Disseeting binoeulars and stand
1 Hand magnifying lens
1 Largo book of Iene papers
William Moise, who had assisted me with most drawing
operations since the summer of 1952, was to assist me with
OROP Ea as operator, together with MeCullough.
The fourth member of our staff was my daughter, Eva
Reieh, M.D. She was selected to be the physician of the
expedition. She had given up her medicai practice iu Hancock, Maine. Her car earried equipment, personal belongings and was put at the disposal of the work for the entire
period in a selfiess manner, free of eharge. She travelled
with me in my Chrysler station wagon, took notes on observations during the journey and later compiled the notes
in a publication "DOR Clouds over the USA" (CORE
VII, 1-2). She became an acate observer of ali matters
connected with Ea, since she seemed to have developed a
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sharp sonsa of perception for atmospheric OR energy
functions. Her seientific training, too, was of great help.
I cannot forego to mention the junior Mth member of
my staff, my son, Ernest Peter Reich, at the time ten years
old. He was most helpful in errands, and in other ways,
up to full Escale observations. It was he who made the discovery of a "node" while drawing from an Ea, to be reported later in detail in its propor context. Peter was
special assistant to Moise in most drawing operations,
when not in school.
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